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Dutch Contributions to the Thirteenth International Congress ofSlavists, Ljubljana: 
Linguistics (SSGL 30). Amsterdam - New York: Rodopi, 2003, 141-214. 

NOTES ON INTONATION AND VOICE IN MODERN RUSSIAN 

CORNELIA E. KEIJSPER 

0. Introduction 

This contribution consists of five independently readable parts: 

L An update of the author's 1992 state-of-the-art article on Russian intonation 
(which followed Ode 1989). 

IL An application of these intonological insights to some old issues in Russian 
versification (following .HKO6COH 1973). 

III. An observation on the meaning of the modem Russian -n/-t participle 
(following KHascB 1989). 

IV. A crucial case in the usage of-sja verbs (following Gerritsen 1988). 
V. A suggestion of what follows after the recognition that Russian has both 

linear-intonological hierarchy (I and II) and hierarchy encoded in verb and 
case forms (III and IV).' 

1. RUSSIAN INTONATION, UPDATE 

1. Full vs. reduced pitch conflgurations 

I.l. My state-of-the-art article on Russian intonation (Keijsper 1992: 186-187) left 
open the status of Ode's (1989) finding that Russian has both full pitch configura
tions and reduced ones. I did so because "No unanimity exists among investiga
tors about the borderline between inherent pitch distinctions and configurational 
ones." (1992: 186): I thought there might be a problem of discreteness. 

The problem disappears if one recognizes, as suggested by Ode herself (1989: 
92-93), that the forms concerned form oppositions of voice register, say high, mid 
and low (cf nay(J)omHMa 1989) rather than of size of pitch movement per se (as is 
the customary formulation in phonetic models of intonation). The fiiU pitch 
movements F1-, Fl-H, Fh-, Fn-i-, R1-, Rh-, Rm, reach into the low or high register (F 
= fiill fall, R = fiill rise, 1 = low tail, h = high tail, m = tail in mid register, n+ = 
repeated Fh-, - = early lowest/highest point, -i- = late lowest/highest point). Fnl-

' Unless indicated otherwise, numbers refer to examples and sections in the given part. 
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and FnH- (early/late Fall to non-low) fall to, but not into the low register. The re
duced pitch movements (in e.g. Metiep 1999 indiscriminately called "cr.na>KeH-
Hbie") do not leave the mid register; they are symbolized by small letters: f-, f+, 
rm-, nn+, rl-, r\+. 

1.2. My 1992 estimation of the semantic side of the issue was as follows (Keijsper 
1992: 201): "In any type of configuration Russian uses a much wider span (dis
tance between high and low) than Dutch, viz. up to 24 semitones (two octaves). 
Although this difference has nothing to do with options available in the respective 
systems (except probably with Rl- in the question interpretation [i.e. the opposi
tion between the types Rl- and rl- when used in a separate speech act, discussed in 
Bonnot & Fougeron 1987a], pointing it out to students may well be the most im
portant thing a teacher can do beyond [correcting other interference mistakes], as 
it is probably responsible for a large part of the "foreign" impression of "Dutch" 
Russian." (See for the pair Russian-English now also Holden & Hogan 1993.) 

It must be added that the full pitch movements express intonational predica
tions (of various hierarchical status; see section 3 below), whereas the reduced 
ones mark the segmental units they occur on as subordinated material that is not 
separately intonationally predicated. "Colloquial" constructions like the following 
are based on the difference: 

(1) f/Fnl Rl-
OHKH MOH Bbl HX He BHiteHH (so-called HMeHHXeJlbUblH TCMbl) 

(2) Rl- f 
3ro OHa aa? seoHHJia (so-called ao6aBJieHne) 

(3) F+ f 
MTO 3X0 3a (J'HJibM /H npoHHTaji/ 6yiieT 
(so-called 6eccoio:3Hoe ooflHHHeHHe) 

Note that the intonationally subordinated segments are here syntactically inde
pendent of the segments to which they are subordinated. (See further e.g. Meiiep 
1999, CKopHKOBa 1985; a recent survey of PyccKaH pasroBopuaa penb is JlanxcBa 
2000.) Examples like (l)-(3) exemplify the same phenomenon as the "codified 
language" difference between BaaaHMC aoji>KHO 6bixb BbinojiHCHO and BaaaHHC, 
aoii>KHo 5biTb, BbiiiojiHeno: there, too, the distinction crucially depends on the 
availability of register oppositions. 

Pitch movements can be implied in written texts. Full pitch movements, espe
cially when they appear on fragments not containing a finite verb form easily give 
rise to mistaken translations, if the (foreign) reader is not aware of that possibility. 
Points of attention include the following (a-d, with an appropriate intonation indi
cated): 
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a. Intonational predication can invite translation by means of an indefinite article 
in positions otherwise leading to a definite interpretation (for the latter see Keijs
per 1985: 137-140): 

(4) no OflHOMy H3 ero aoHOCOB apecxoBaHW 6biJiH moe sspocjibix. )KeHUfUHa 
(R1-) 6bijia npnroBopeHa K aecaxH roaaM Jiarepefi, a ee My» - K paccxpcny. 
(OroHCK 1999,36) 

(5) H 3X0 noji6eabi. l[enas Gê a saKJitonaexca B XOM, HXO jtaiodcKOH (R1-) 
BHeuiHaa nonHXHKa ne xepnHX HHKaKHx cBo6oa BnyxpH cxpaHbi - xaKoro 
XHHH-xojiKaa MHpoBaH npaKTHKa eme HC SHaex. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCTH 

1999, 15) 

b. A noun, even one not derived from a verb, when intonationally predicated, can 
require addition of a finite verb in an adequate translation, also in nonfinal posi
tion. The same holds true for any other verbless phrase: 

(6) 4x0 flCJiaxb c OOH? OxKasaxbca ox nocjicBoeHHoro npHHUHna pasHoro 
npejtcxaBHxejibcxaa H naepHoro BCXO H nepcHXH K HopManbHoK npaKXHKe 
noaHHHeHHH MeHbmHHCxsa 6ojibmHHCXBy (xojibKO dojihiuuHcmeo (R1-) 6y-
flex onpeaenaxbCH pasMepaMH BHO, ox Koxoporo BbicHHXbiBaexcH BSHOC B 

5K)/i>Kex OOH). (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15). 

(i.e. ''what is/constitutes the majority will be determined by ...") 
(7) Uupavuda (R1-) - 3xo Koraa npnSbiJib oaHHM (npcflbtayiUHM) BKJiaaHHKaM 

BbinnaHHBaexcji 3a cnex .npyxHx (nocne/iyromHx)". (OFOHCK 1999, asrycx, 
9) 
(i.e. "we have a situation with (or: there is) a pyramid when ...") 

(8) Eme HecKOjibKO uiazoe (R) - H MnpoBoe npaBHxeubcxBO H3 BewHoro 
nyrana npeBpaxHxca B peajibHocxb. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15) 
(i.e. "we are only a few steps away from ...") 

(9) Ha HaiuHX ziasax (R) oxenecxBeHHafl GiopoKpaxna aejiaex BbiGop B nojib3y 
Bxoporo BapnaHxa. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15) 
(i.e. "before our eyes we see it happen that...") 

(10) TojibKO jieHuebiu (R1-) He KpnxHKyex HATO. [3a HXO? 3a 6e3aapHoe peiiie-
HHc 6oM5HXb lOrocjiaBHK).] (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15) 
(i.e. "you must be very lazy ...") 

Altematively, the texts can be shouted out, as if they are pronounced before a 
large audience: in that case the same registers can be used as are standard in Rus
sian (see ftirther section 2 below). 

c. Intonationally expressed paratactic and hypotactic relationships need not coin
cide with segmentally expressed paratactic and hypotactic relationships. Thus, a 
conjunction can separate parts of a constituent that are separate intonational predi
cations (11), gerund clauses can be intonationally independent of (intonationally 
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paratactic to) a main clause (12), and dependent clauses are also often intonation
ally independent of the main clause (13)-(16). Translating the linear-intonational 
hierarchy rather than the segmentally expressed one is often preferable: 

(11) Mbi ocxaeMca ManeubKou (Fh-), HO Macrribio (Fh-) MnpoBoro ucjioro (ne-
cnpaBcanHBoro, He34)(J)eKXHBHoro H yHH3Hxej]bHoro jxjin nac) H coxpaH^CM 
B03M0>KH0CXb BJiHHXb Ha nojiosKCHHc ^en H nocxencHHO npeo.aojieBaxb 
coGcxBCHHoe 6eccHJiHe. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15) 

(i.e. "a small part, but still a part", cf "*a small, but part") 
(12) HocemcHHe HHonjiaHCxan npocxo (jJHKCwpyiox B cneuHaiibHOM jKypnane, a 

eepmonem (R1-) ecmpenamm padocrrmo (Fl/nl), c 3Hxy3Ha3M0M nepemac-
Kiiean B CBOH cxapcHbKHti aoMHK npouiJioroflHHe nncbNia ox po/mbix, KOH-
CepBHpOBaHHbie KOMHOXbl, HIUHKH flemCBOil KapaMCJlH H BHXaMHHbl B BH.ae 
McmKOB jiyKa H necnoKa. (OroHCK 1999, 5) 
(A translation of the relationship between the two parts might be ":" or 
"viz.".) 

(13) H xomn MaKpo3KOHOMHHecKaji aeaxenbHocxb Jiio6oro rocy.iiapcxBa oHCHb 
HanoMimaem "niipaMiidy" (Fh-), MHpoBaa 3K0H0MHKa cymecxByex H \n6-
Hyxb B 5jiH>KaHmee BpeivM He co6HpaexcH. (OroncK 1999, asrycx, 9) 
(i.e., in the given context, "I admit that (or: although) it is the case that ..., 
but still ...". In Dutch "Ook al (is het zo dat) . . . , de wereldeconomie (S) 
bestaat (V)", is better then "Hoewel ...., bestaat (V) de wereldeconomie 
(S)": in the latter sentence the dependent clause is the first element of a 
verb-second sentence instead of a more independent unit, as is intended in 
the Russian text.) 

(14) H Bce >Ke OOJIHUHH onacaeroi cJ)ajibiiiHBOMOHexHHKOB, OCOGCHHO B nepHoa 
c 1 HHBapa no 1 HIOJIM 2002 eoda (Fnl/1), Koeda BO scex 11 cxpanax 6yayx 
HMCXb napaiijiejibHoe XOKJCHHC HauHOHajibHbie zieHe>KHbie caHHHUbi H 
espo. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1998, 51) 

(i.e. "because then") 
(15) Ee cbiHa, Hamy Cxaxosa, nacMcpxb 3a6Hii na aonpocax onep BaibcKuii 

(Fnl/1), KOXoporo a HaBepno Hanny o6eji5ixb. (OIOHCK 1997, 28) 
(i.e. "and him ...") 

(16) BamHM npe;i;]0>KeHHHM Syziyx npoxHBOCXoaxb onbumibie annapammiKU 
(Fnl/1), Komopbie cyMciox npH >KejiaHHH CBCCXH Ha Hex jiioGoe pa3yMHoe 
peiueHHC (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1997, 24) 

(i.e. "and they ...") 

The type of KoxopbiH sentence illustrated in (15) and (16) fall in the category 
called "nichtattributive Relativsatze" by Girke (1977). 
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d. Two applications of the same conjunction can be distinguished intonationally: 

(17) H oxHOincHHe K MOKaynapoflHoit HHxerpauHH unu (rm) K noBOMy rjio6ajib-
HOMy HopaflKy wiu (rm) K MnpoBorny npaBHxe.nbcxBy - Ha3BaHHe Ha Bbi5op 
- H3 3xoro 5Ke pa3paiia anjicMM. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15) 

(18) Mbi ocxacMca ManenbKOH, HO tacxbio MnpoBoro uejioro (HCcnpaBcaJiHBo-
ro, He3(})())eKXHBHoro H yHHSHXcjibHoro ana nac) H coxpanacM BO3MO>K-

Hocxb BJiHaxb Ha HOJioaceHHC aeji H nocxencHHO npeoaojiesaxb COGCXBCH-

Hoe 5eccHJiHe. Mjiu (R1-) BMCCXC C OpaxbaMH no pa3yMy yxo/iHM B rjiyxyio 
onno3HUHK) H maHxa)KHpyeM Bcex BOKpyr nepeaauenHBaHHeM paKex. 
(MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1999, 15) 

Example (17) gives three names to the same (macroscopic, cf. Keijsper 1994) en
tity, whereas (18) lists two distinct possibilities; intonation marks this difference 
between "nonprogression" and "progression" in the argumentation. 

Unfortunately, existing studies of Russian conjunctions do not take into ac
count intonation, although Mendoza's (1995, 1996) distinction between "intra-
phrastische" and "transphrastische" combinations, and Weiss' (1991, 1993) study 
of npHHCM, for example, obviously involve intonation. Only in general is it known 
that phrase conjunction is possible on various levels (and that the possibilities are 
different for different conjimctions): on the level of the act referred to by a verb 
(e.g. X didy because z - x's reason), on the level of the speech act (/ say/ask etc. 
this because z - speaker's reason), and on the level of knowledge (The knowledge 
I am conveying is based on z) (see e.g. Verstraete 1998, and now Knott et al. 2001 
for somewhat different divisions). 

Finally, the position before an intonationally independent postponed dependent 
clause is a final position, as can be seen from subject placement in (15) and (16), 
for example (see part V), and intonationally independent dependent clauses allow 
what Green (1976) in application to English had called "main clause phenomena". 
HanyHCBa (1996: 299) correctly observes that in reality the cmcial unit is what she 
calls peneBoii axx, i.e. a linear-intonational unit. 

1.3. The examples illustrate that intonational hierarchy need not coincide with 
segmentally expressed hierarchy or with the number of finite verb forms. Instead, 
intonational predication combines with various types of segmental units, in a lan
guage-specific way. It follows that two types of predication (two types of sentence 
- intonational and finite verb units - , and two types of parataxis/hypotaxis), must 
be recognized: segmentally expressed and intonationally expressed. Unfortu
nately, the tradition not to take into account intonation is still strong. For example, 
Bogdanov (1993: 32-33) says that the second part of 

(19) OHH Hacxo HHxajiH. Ojxny vnyme KHnry. 
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has no predicativity; but such a so-called napuejuiax is, of course, intonationally 
independent (a separate intonational predication). It is not tme that "une predica
tion actualisee par une acte illocutoire" (Bogdanov 1993: 27-28) must consist of 
two parts (Theme and Rheme) or contain a finite verb. Gak's 1993 differentiation 
between ope/iHKaxHBHOcxb and npono3HUHOHajibHOcxb also ignores intonation. 
And KpbiJioBa H ap. (1997) discuss the fact that the borderline between Subject 
and Verb need not coincide with the borderline between Theme and Rheme. They 
see that the issue is relevant to the notion of predicativity (or "sentence"), and re
vise their own earlier definition in the light of their findings (1997: 22-23, 101). 
But still they fail to make explicit that there is more than one type of "npeaHKa-
xHBHocxb", not one type expressed in two ways. 

2. Text condensation 

2.1. The foregoing is confirmed by FapGoBCKHH (1981), for example, who, again 
without mentioning intonation, shows on the basis of French and Russian military 
statutes that a type of Russian exists which strives to reduce the number of finite 
verb forms with separate subjects (especially pronominal ones) and has recourse 
to more condensed forms instead: so-called oanopoaHbie CKasycMbie (without 
repetition of subject) for series of actions by one agent or a group of agents (1981: 
21). participles (long fonn) instead of KoropuH-clauses for expanding the subject 
noun or other nomina if these are in nonfinal positton (1981: 19-20), and gemnd 
constmctions and deverbal nouns instead of subordinated clauses (1981: 15 ff). 
According to Garbovskij, the phenomenon is independent of the inventory of 
segmental means available in the respective languages (which, in the case of 
French and Russian, had been argued to exhibit the opposite tendency; cf FaK 
1975: 142-158). 

I would suggest that it is intonation, more specifically the register distinctions 
mentioned above, which enables authors to condense texts in that way: they 
"transfomi" verbal predication into implied intonational predication. For the pair 
Russian-English an extreme case of such condensation is discussed by Nichols 
(1988). "An entirely typical Russian sentence which bristles with nominaliza-
tions" (Nichols 1988: 402) is, for example: 

(20) OOtaCHCHHC (JlOHeMHblX COOXBCXCXBHH MOKJiy aSblKaMH 05lUHOCXblO HX 
iipoHcxo)KaeHHa H3 onpeaejicHHOH Hcxoanoit asbiKOBoit cHcxcMbi npeano-
naraex HCoGxoaHMocxb pcKOHcxpyKUHH ee c ueiibio H3yMeHHa BO3HHKHO-
BCHHa H nyxcH npeo6pa30BaHHa HCXOPHHCCKH 3acBHaexejibcxB0BaHHbix 
pOaCXBCHHblX aSblKOBblX CHCXCM. 

According to Nichols (1988: 403), the literal translation is: 

(21) (An) explanation of phoneme correspondences between languages by * 
means of (the) commonality of their descent from an original linguistic sys-
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tem assumes (the) necessity of (a) reconstmction of it [the original system] 
with the goal of (a) study of the rise and paths of transformation of histori
cally attested cognate linguistic systems. 

Nichols then observes: "The literal translation has many stylistic faults, and in ad
dition it contains one major error of content: it fails to get across the point of the 
sentence, which is that reconstructions must be made" (1988: 403). This "point" is 
encoded in the (implied) intonation, and that content must, in my view, also be 
translated. But that is not all. 

First, as is made exphcit by ApyxioHOBa (1988), nominalizations can have a 
"nenpeaMexHoe 3Ha4eHHe", viz. they can refer to a fact or to an act / event (co-
GbiXHc). Paduceva (1993: 187), for example, gives 

(22) R HC 3Han o6 HX Bcxpene (= le fait de leur rencontre) 
(23) Hx Bcxpena npoHSomaa xojibKO BHcpa (evenement) 

(If the processual meaning is lost one speaks of an "oxr.narojibHoe cymecx-
BHxejibHoe"; cf KasaKOB 1994: 131.) 

Since English differs from Russian in this respect, it is not the case that the 
closest translation of Russian nominalizations necessarily retains the word sort 
"noun" (other than -ing form). Thus, in application to (20), oGtacHCHHC, to take 
one case, is closer to "explaining" than to "explanation", even without taking in
tonation into account: it refers to an act of explaining (cf KasaKOB 1994: 132). 

Secondly, the existence of the fact / event referred to by nominalizations need 
not be known beforehand; the knowledge can be introduced by intonation. Al
though Nichols calls attention to differences between English and Russian intona
tion, she probably presumes that it must not be translated. If we do translate the 
intonational predication we obtain, for oGiacHCHHC in (20): "a situation character
ized by an act of explaining". 

Finally, the implied full pitch movement is not the last contour, and the inter
pretation in the sequel becomes the one called "Theme": the situation referred to 
is chosen from among others, which results in: "If we choose to have a situation 
characterized by an act of explaining". 

All this together makes that Nichol's "free" translation is not so free as she as
sumes it is: it simply translates more of the original than word sort, and transforms 
this "more" into segmentally expressed text. The "free" translation is (Nichols: 
1988:403): 

(24) If phonemic correspondences between languages are to be explained as due 
to a common descent from an original system, then that system must be re
constructed in order that the origin of the attested cognate languages and the 
changes imdergone by them may be studied. 
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Word sort belongs to what Gak (1993: 91) calls "comment la phrase est faite"; the 
content to be translated is (ibidem) "quoi la phrase parle-t-elle" and "pourquoi, 
dans quel but la phrase est-elle dite", and that is impossible without adapting the 
"comment" to language-specific possibilities. What we lose in this operation is, of 
course, the language-specific contribution of word sort. In Russian the latter cre
ates additional oppositions. 

The case discussed by Nichols is extreme because her examples illusfrate the 
most complex type of polypropositional constmctions Russian has (see Ka3aK0B 
1994). The combinations listed in section 1.2 above are more simple cases of the 
language-specific possibilities of linear-intonational hierarchy. 

2.2. The fact that intonation may require translation by means of segmental units, 
raises the question what difference exists between the two. The main difference 
between suprasegmentally expressed meanings and most segmentally expressed 
meanings (see below) is that the former are speaker's meanings: operations upon 
the further content which have no negatable referents. Interpreting a sentence spo
ken with Rl- as a question, for example, is possible only in direct speaker-hearer 
interaction: the interpretation is based on the assumption that the hearer is able and 
willing to provide a missing tmth value; it then is a question: the hearer can 
choose between yes and no, but the question cannot be absent (vev and no together 
have no negation). If, in contrast, somebody's question is referred to (rather than 
reproduced, as in direct speech) segmental means must be used: 

(25) HBan cnpocia, aoMa siu oxeu. 

The person who cites a question adds his own intonation to the cited question. If 
in (25) an F type is chosen it introduces into the actual "now" a projection of the 
fact that John asked the question referred to. 

When it occurs in a main clause, a nn-marked question still is a referred-to 
question; the intonation with which it is spoken (or, in writing, the implied intona
tion) adds a layer. For example, an F intonation on the title of an article, say 

(26) CymecxByiox HH BHCseMHbie uHBHj]H3auHH? 

introduces a question into the actual "now" (so as to discuss it in the remainder of 
the article) without itself being a question in the actual "now": the type of referent 
introduced is a question (that was absent in the "now" before it was introduced). 

Even in actual speaker-hearer interaction the difference exists: although 
Bapa5aH0B & Ko6o3eBa (1983: 267) call the following question ungrammatical, 
in reality only the meaning is odd: 

(27) [Ha napoxoae aBapiia. Haccaacnp cnpamHBaex Kannxana] 
*yxOHeM TIM Mbi? 
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If the captain shows no signs of activity, but, for example, is sitting in a chair and 
smoking a pipe, while the passenger thinks they are drowning, the an-question 
becomes interpretable: the question could be absent: the passenger thought he 
knew for sure that they were drowning, but now realizes that a question exists, i.e. 
as a referent that he can introduce by means of intonation into the actual "now". A 
sentence spoken with R1-, without an, cannot convey that meaning and would be 
inappropriate in the same context, because it lacks the opposition with the absence 
of the question. So, although the closest translation of intonation may require 
segmental means of expression, the two are not identical. 

Some segmentally expressed meanings resemble intonational meaning, viz. 
expressions of so-called subjective modality. They are also speech act bound, be
cause they comment on intonational meaning, for example by signalling not to 
take the intonational meaning seriously (a so-called ironic negation), or they mod
ify it otherwise (introducing degrees of certainty of the intonattonal meaning etc.); 
naayHCBa (1996: 297-320), and earlier OaayneBa (1990) gives a survey. 

3. Further issues of prosodic hierarchy 

3.1. KpHBHOBa (1999: 256-257) gives a text in which four prosodic boimdary 
types are indicated (above the level of the word; cf part II, on versificatton). If we 
model the text's intonation with the help of Ode's (1989) types, we see that even 
more degrees of hierarchy exist. The lightest boundary (Krivnova's type 1) invites 
modelling with reduced pitch accents. The second lightest of Krivnova's bound
ary types (her type 2) invites modelling with a type of full rising accent. Kriv
nova's third type splits into two (Fh- and Fnl), and the deepest boundary (Kriv
nova's type 4) clearly must be read with F intonations (F-i- introduces the 
information concerned as new, while F- introduces it so as to remind of it in the 
actual "now"). Thus, for example, 

(28) TepMHH caoBOH3MeHeHHe (R) MOHCCX ynoxpe6aaxbca B aByx cMbicaax 
(Fnl) nacxHOM (R) H o6meM (F) B nacxHOM (R) CMbicae caoBOHSMCHCHHCM 
aaHHoro caoBa (f) Hasbisaexca ero napaanxMa (Fnl) xo ecxb (r) coBOKyn-
Hocxb Bcex ero caoBO(J)opM (F) B oGmcM CMbicae (R) caoBOHSMCHHCM aaH-
Horo a3biKa (f) nasbiBaexca cooxBecxcxBHC (Fh-) npn KOxopoM Ka>KaoMy 
caoBy (R) oxBcnaex ero napaaHPMa (Fnl) xo ecxb ero Hacxnoe caoBOH3-Me-
HCHHe (Fl) Hacxoaiuaa KHHra (R) npeacxaBJiaex co6ori onHcaHHe (r) HMCH-
Horo caoBOH3MeHeHHa (r) coBpeMCHHoro pyccKoro aHxepaxypnoro asbina 
(Fl) rioa HMCHHblM CaOBOHSMeHCHHCM (r) nOHHMaCXCa Xa MaCXb CaOBOH3-
MCHCHHa (Fh-) Koxopaa oxBaxbiBaex (r) xaK HaauBacMbic HMCHa (Fnl) xo 
ecxb [...] 

The status of Fh- as a marker of a deeper boundary than R types is especially no
ticeable, because the standard reasoning (e.g. EpbisrynoBa 1977) sees them as 
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synonymous means of expression in the same context (stylistically different only). 
But in phrasing Fh- functions as a resumed Fnl/1: 

(29) Fl 
Opomea Man. DKsaMeHbi Konuwiucb, H Anapeii yexaa. H3 KasaHH, rae OH 
npoxoaHJi npaKXHKy, OH cpasy npHcaaa nncbMO. 
(Boimot & Fougeron 1986: 66) 

Vs. 
(30) - Hy KaK, xbi BHaea Anapea? 

- JXa Hex, ero Hex HH y XCXKH, HH B o6ine5KHXHH. 
- Hy KOHCHHO. A HXO xbi yaHBaaeiubca? 

Fh-
3K3aMeHbi KOHHwiucb, H AnapcH yexaa. HMC me6e eoeopuia. 
(Bonnot & Fougeron 1986: 66-67; see further Bonnot & Fougeron 1987b) 

3.2. Further subdivision of the R types is also possible on the basis of Bonnot & 
Fougeron's 1986 discussion. As with falls, the high tailed type (Rh-) resumes the 
low tailed one (R1-), e.g. 

(31) - A rae )Ke AHapeti? 51 ayMaaa, OH y xe6a no>KHBex! 
Rl-

JXa Hex! 3K3a\ieHhi Koumumch, H AHapeii yexaa 
(i.e. a new intonational predication, but without bothering to separately 
specify a tmth value, in contrast to (29)-(30)) 

Vs. 
(32) - 51 3a aexo Ksapxnpy orpeMonrnpoBaaa! H BCC caMa! Pe6axa aoroBopn-

ancb, HXO riocae 3K3aMeHOB AnapeH noeaex K BaauMy na pacKonKH. A xo 
OHH yvKC aBa roaa KaK HC BHaeancb. 

Rh-
DKsaMeiihi KOHMumicb, H Aaapeii yexaa. A a ocraaacb oana H HC snaaa, 3a 
HXO B3axbCH. Hy BOX H peianaa 3aaeaarbca B Maaapbi. 
(i.e. "so, as I said, the exams went by, so ...") 
(Bonnot & Fougeron 1986: 66-67) 

Rm, finally, gives a noncommittal intonational predication (see Keijsper 1992: 
203). 

3.3. The understood relation between parts of a conjunctionless whole can involve 
type of intonation: 

(33) PacxcHHC He noaHBaxb (Fnl) - OHO CKopo HCCOXHCX ("because") 
(34) PacxcHHC HC noaHBaxb (R) - OHO CKopo HCCOXHCX ("if-then") 
(35) >KeHHaca (R1-), ne nepcMeHHaca (cf "HO") 
(36) Tbi oxcxpaaana (Rh-) - H eme cxpaaaio (cf "a") 
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Just as in the case of traditional npHMbiKanHC, the relation between the parts of 
such asyndetic combinations transpires from the assumption that the given "to
getherness" is intentional, i.e. that a larger whole of content is intended to be pre
sent also if it has no encoding other than the "togetherness". But the boundary be
tween intonational encoding of relations and pure "intended togetherness without 
further encoding in form" still awaits study (HsaHOBa-JIyKbaHOBa 1998: 81-83 
gives some examples like (33) and (34)). For the time being I assume that the 
boundary is that between Fnl and Fl (see (28), (33)). Clearly, the boundary be
tween traditional sentence (finite verb)-based linguistics and text analysis changes 
as soon as intonation is recognized as a legitimate means of expression, but the 
precise new boundary is not yet known, because degrees of "resetting" other than 
Fnl vs. Fl have not yet been studied in application to Russian. The "reset" termi
nology is characteristic of phonetic models of intonation, but the issue needs 
somewhat more linguistic attention as well (cf e.g. Couper-Kuhlen 1996). At any 
rate, the text scale on which one can reason in terms of relations between proposi
tions (KpHBOHOCOB 1996) is, as far as is known, beyond the scope of intonation
ally expressed oppositions. 

3.4. From "lightest" to "heaviest" the prosodic hierarchy above the word level 
now is: rm-i-, rm- (see Keijsper 1992: 187), rl- (usable as a separate speech act; cf 
Bonnot & Fougeron 1987a), f-, f-f (subordinated "assertions"); Rm-i-, Rm- (Keijs
per 1992: 187), Rh- (resumed R1-), R1-, Fh- (resumed Fl), Fnl (see (28), (33)), Fl-
(introduction of "known" referent), FH- (introduction of "new" referent). In rudi
mentary form, this hierarchy also shows up in verse, where the level below the 
word is more important than in nonmetrical language (see part II). To be sure, the 
meaning of every of the configurations mentioned here is not restricted to express
ing textual hierarchy; rather, the latter is the textual applicadon of the meaning. 

II. INTONATION MEETS VERSIFICATION 

1. Monosyllabic words in binary meter 

I.l. Without receiving the name, pitch accent has haunted Russian versification 
ever since a discussion in 1919 in the MOCKOBCKHH anHXBHcxHHecKHH Kpy>KOK 
(.HKO6COH 1973: 245; ToMamcBCKHH 1970: 327), when Jakobson pointed out the 
relevance to versification of the special status of monosyllabic words in his pho
nological theory. As will be remembered, monosyllabic words lack what Jakob-
son (1973: 239 ff.) called a "word-differentiating function" (caoBopasaHHHxeab-
naa (jiyHKuna) of stress: minimal pairs such as MyKH vs. MyKH or pcKH vs. pcKH 
(different place of word stress) obviously cannot be found among monosyllabic 
words. In Jakobson's terms, monosyllabic words retain the "culminative function" 
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of Stress, i.e. "cnoco6HOCx[b] HCCXH yaapcHHe" (1973: 239), but this yaapenne is 
a redundant element (1973: 242). 

1.2. Jakobson could not but hopelessly obscure his own issue, because his 
"culminative fianction of stress" in monosyllabic words has another meaning than 
the same term in application to polysyllabic words. The "cnocoGuocxb HCCXH 

yaapcHHc" which distinguishes even monosyllabic words from nonwords and cli
tics equals Bolinger's "potential for pitch accenf; this potential is absent in non-
stressed syllables of polysyllabic words and in clitics (reduced vowel). This stress 
(nonreduced vowel) indeed "cay>KHX cnrnaaoM caoBa KaK ueaoro" (5IKO6COH 

1973: 239); moreover, it provides the basis for prosodic hierarchy above word 
level, which is, of course, not redundant. Indeed, monosyllabic words, just as any 
other syllable containing a vowel from the maximum set /a, o, i, e. u/ can but need 
not carry a pitch accent; they do so according to the semantic needs of the speaker 
or writer, in prose as well as in verse (but see the discussion in section 6 below). 
In polysyllabic words Jakobson saw his culminative function in the fact that word 
stress "oGpajyex CBOCIO poaa sepiHHHy no cpasHCHHio c conpHuaaaoKHbiMH 
caoraiMH, OesyaapnuMH nan caa6oyaapHbiMH" (5IKO6COH 1973: 239); that is, 
here, Jakobson's culminative function is not the same as "potential for pitch ac
cent" but equals "nonreduced vowel and therefore hierarchically heavier than sur
rounding reduced vowels in the same word (and clitics accompanying it)". In ad
dition to that, of course, the nonreduced vowel of polysyllabic words has potential 
for pitch accent, i.e. the basis for prosodic hierarchy above word level; but Jakob
son's terms do not cover this fact. 

1.3. As is well known, monosyllabic words are used in strong as well as in weak 
meter positions in verse, a fact which immediately suggests a connection with 
pitch accent, i.e. the necessity to think above word level (see sections 2 ff. below). 
But instead of proceeding to the study of what he called "phrasal accent", Jakob
son keeps thinking in word units. This becomes apparent on page 245 (5IKO6COH 

1973), when Jakobson (after scolding Tomasevskij for not distinguishing word 
accent and phrasal accent!) says: "Ecan oanocaoHcnoMy caosy noa nepBbiM 
HKXOM [...] [in iambic verse - C.K.] npeamecxByex oaHOcao>KHoe caoBO [...] 
Kaacaoe H3 3XHX aByx CMOKHBIX caoB ocxaexca no MCHbmeii Mcpe noxenuHaab-
HbiM HOCHxeacM caoBecHoro yaapcHHa B ero KyabMHHauHOHHoft 4)yHKUHH". It is 
tme, of course, that both words retain their potential for pitch accent, and that one 
word can be made heavier than another by using that potential, but the expression 
''potential carrier of word stress in its culminative function" is inconsistent with 
the idea that every word has such a stress, whether or not redundantly so (see sec
tion 1.1 above). Thus, although Jakobson insists that word and phrasal accent 
must be kept apart (1973: 239, 245), he fails to do so himself possibly because 
"phrasal accent" was understood as "rpaaauna cioeecHbix ydapemm B caoBoco-
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HexauHH" (5IKO6COH 1973: 239) or as "cHHxaKCHHCCKaa rpaaauna" (1973: 245), 
i.e. not yet as part of sentence intonation. Further, we can add that in contrast to 
word stress, pitch accent is a matter of absence vs. presence on a given syllable 
(only commutafion, in Jakobson's terms) rather than of presence on syllable x vs. 
presence on syllable y (commutation plus permutation). (Keijsper 1985: 109-115, 
192-195; 1987: 130-137). 

1.4. Worse still, the redundant character of the culminative function of sfress in 
monosyllabic words inspired Jakobson to "prove" that monosyllabic words can be 
compared to nonstressed syllables of polysyllabic words (or clitics) (5IKO6COH 

1973: 243): he sets out to show that monosyllabic words prefer weak ictus posi
tions in verse (1973: 243). As will be remembered, these are positions which in 
other lines of the same verse more often than not are occupied by nonstressed syl
lables (with reduced vowels) rather than by stressed syllables (with unreduced 
vowels). Strong meter positions can be occupied by stressed syllables (with non-
reduced vowels), but also by nonstressed syllables (with reduced vowels); the pat
tern in the variation is called secondary rhythm. What Jakobson calls weak ictus 
positions are the strong meter positions more often than not occupied by non-
stressed syllables (by reduced vowels in polysyllabic words). But he fails to ex
plain on what basis he regards the given positions as weak if they are occupied by 
monosyllabic words (independently of his own assumption that they are): it is not 
necessarily the case that a statistical pattern of secondary rhythm is repeated in 
every single line of a verse. One can as well say that, thanks to their nonreduced 
vowel, monosyllabic words intermpt rather than sustain the pattern of secondary 
rhythm (in the usual sense, see section 3 below), thus preventing the verse from 
becoming monotonous. If we want to know the percentage of strong meter posi
tions occupied by reduced vowels, i.e. uncontroversially weak ictus positions, Ja
kobson's (5IKO6COH 1973: 244) count of word stresses in CKasKa o uape Caaxane 
(a 4-feet trochee (xopeii)) must be corrected as follows (the figures were obtained 
from Taranovskij's counts): 

- First syllable: Jakobson's 56.9% stressed, minus 1/3 monosyllabic words, 
gives 37.9% stressed; 

- third syllable: 96,7% minus 1/12 monosyllabic words gives 88.6% stressed; 
- fifth syllable: 45,2% minus 1/5 monosyllabic words gives 36.2% stressed; 
- seventh syllable: 100% minus 1/18 monosyllabic words gives 94.4% stressed. 

We see that, indeed, the first and fifth syllables are statistically relatively weak 
ictus positions (more often than not occupied by reduced vowels), the third and 
seventh syllable are statistically relatively strong (more often than not occupied by 
nonreduced vowels). But a high number of monosyllabic words in the statistically 
weak ictus positions does not prove that the monosyllabic words are weak, too, 
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i.e. are in this respect comparable to nonstressed (reduced vowel) syllables; they 
may prevent the rhythm from being monotonous. The fact that Tomasevskij found 
a low number of monosyllabic words in statistically weak positions in EBFCHHH 

OHCPHH (5IKO6COH 1973: 245) does not prove anything either, let alone that it was 
Tomasevskij who confused word level and phrase level. 

1.5. All this, of course, does not invalidate the observation that Jakobson's C HCH 
y6e>Kaxb Mcnxaa rycap or Tomasevskij's Bpax ynpocna narpaay aaxb (e.g. Xoa-
meBHHKOB 1984b: 175) is fine in traditional iamb (a so-called xopnaMGHHecKHH 
3aHHH), whereas C HCK) 6e>Kaxb Mcnxaa rycap or Bpaxy npocitn narpaay aaxb is 
not (51KO5COH 1973: 242-243). That fact indeed shows a "3anpex caoBopa3aHHH-
xeabHoro yaapenna B caa6bix aoaax cxHxa, x.e. BHC HKxa" (51KO5COH 1973: 243), 
or, in other tenxis, monosyllabic words are fine here "noxoMy HXO HM HC rpo3Hx 
nepeaKucHxyauHa" (e.g. FacnapoB 1984b: 175). The fact that e.g. Radiscev's 
"mistake" Beinaft, saoacH, MHOK) BCHHaKHbiH is treated accordingly, viz. "MHorne 
nepenHCHHKH MexaHHHCCKH BbinpaBHan 3xo na "Bemaii, saoacti, MHOH yBcn-
HauHbiH"" (e.g. FacnapoB 1984b: 175), proves the correctness of the observation. 
See further section 3 below. 

1.6. Since Jakobson, a tradition established itself in which monosyllabic words are 
counted as strong if they are in metrically strong positions and as weak if they are 
in metrically weak positions. Alternatively or additionally, one distinguishes be
tween various types of monosyllabic words ("contenf vs. "function" words). This 
shows a wish to predict to some degree the probability that a monosyllabic word 
will or will not have a pitch accent, i.e. it implicitly recognizes the relevance of the 
"phrasal" level for monosyllabic words in binary meter. The third possibility is to 
not count monosyllabic words in studies of secondary rhythm as cither weak or 
strong but as a separate category (cf section 3). For further details of the tradition 
see, for example, TapanoBCKHti & Hpoxopoe (1982), XoameBHHKOB (1984b), 
FacnapoB (1984b, 1997: 196-213). 

2. Pitch accent on monosyllabic words in binary meter 

2.1. The possibility of pitch accent in strong meter position and of the absence of 
pitch accent in weak meter position can be regarded as self-evident. 

2.2. Strong meter positions without pitch accent are regular (examples from To-
masevskij's study of Puskin's 5-feet iamb (ToMameacKHH 1923: 132-133; also in 
1970), with an acceptable modem intonation added by me throughout; sec part 1): 

(1) R F (f) (f) (f) 
/lBH5KeHba Hex, cKa3aa Myapeu Opadambiu 
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(2) R F R F 
HonyxHUH eeem Bcxp. Haex KopaSab 

(3) r R R F 
SnaKOMbiM uiyMOM mopox ux eepmHH 

(4) R F 
IlpHropmHio paKOBHHOK OH npuHec 
("HCKyccxBCHHbm npHMcp", Tomasevskij remarks, cf section 6) 

(5) F 
Mbi Hocae nepeaoeopiiM o6 dmoM (also an "HCKycxBCHHbiH npHMcp") 

The type 

(6) Ocxanocb MHOOKecmeeHHoe HHcao 

with the third and fourth sfrong meter positions filled by syllables with reduced 
vowels, is, according to Tomasevskij, "Y HymKHHa HeB03Mo>KHaa K0M6HHauHa". 

2.3. Potential weak meter positions with pitch accents can only be occupied by 
monosyllabic words, of course, because a pitch accent implies a full vowel, which 
should be in strong meter position if it is part of a polysyllabic word (with the few 
exceptions summarized by JIoxMan (2000: 287 ff). Examples (from ToMamcB-
CKHH 1923, also in 1970, intonation added throughout): 

(7) r/R F 
KaK Bac yBHaea a, ece HSMCHHaocb (p. 137) 

(8) r/R F 
Bce KOHHHaocb, - H pe3B0CXH cnacxaHBOH (p. 83) 

(9) r R F 
CKajKH uapio - jim/j Konnna 5paHb (p. 55) 

(10) [npH3HaxbCH BaM, a B naxHcxonHoii cxpoHKc] 
r R R R R F 

Cmi4x 6e3 HCC mo B aivie, xo ua KOHKC, (p. 25) 
(11) r R R F/f 

CKa>KHxe MHc: Kmo BHaea Kpaii npeaecxHbiH, (p. 20) 
(12) r/R F 

Kmo nepBbiH? MoHcexe y "Teaerpaijia" (p. 12) 

FacnapoB (e.g. 1997: 206) regards hypermetrical accents (cBepxcxcMHbie yaape
nna) on monosyllabic function words as "aerKoyaapnbiMn", and those on content 
words as "xa>KeaoyaapHbiMH", a differentiation which possibly approximates the 
distribution of reduced vs. fiill pitch accents (see part 1 above and section 3 be
low). Leaving aside so-called spondees, i.e. full pitch accents on subsequent sylla
bles (see also sections 2.7 and 5.2 below), such as the well-known 
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(13) R R 
UlBca, pyccKHH, Koaex, pyGnx, peacex 

and leaving aside exceptional cases where intended pronunciation is unclear, such 
as Puskin's 

(14) Ha 6epery nycxbiHHbix Boan 
Cxoaa OH, jxyM BcaHKHX noan 

(see e.g. TapanoBCKHH & HpoxopoB 1982: 148), we can conclude that weak meter 
positions filled with monosyllabic words are in some cases weak on the basis of 
some parameter other than reduced vowel, which they have not, and other than 
absence of pitch accent, because they can have one. The name "weak" implicitly 
means, then, "weaker than the corresponding strong", and implicitly refers to a 
hierarchy between pitch accents (see 1.3 and sections 2.5 ff. below). 

2.4. Tragically, many of Jakobson's (1973) examples have pitch accents on the 
monosyllabic words that he counted as weak because they are in statistically weak 
ictus positions (as defined by nonstressed (reduced) vowels in other lines). Exactly 
pitch accent is what is impossible in nonsfressed parts of polysyllabic words, and 
exactly that point could be made if one wished to call the syllables in question 
strong in the given lines (apart from the full vowel), i.e. not in agreement with the 
secondary rhythm counted on the basis of polysyllabic words in other lines. For 
example, among Jakobson's examples of monosyllabic words in weak ictus posi
tions (first and fifth syllable) we find cases like the following: 

(15) Ho H3 60HKH/CWO HX BblHCr? 
(16) Kopmyn B Mope K/7oeb npoana 
(17) JlyK uapcBHH onycxna 
(18) KH>i3b y CHHa Mopa xoaux 
(19) C CHHa Mopa 2ja3 HC CBoanx 

Here, KXO, KpoBb, ayK, KHa3b, raa3 obviously have pitch accents in the most 
reasonable modem reading. 

2.5. The first factor which must additionally be taken into account, then, is hierar
chy between pitch accents: in 19" -̂century verse "weak" versus "strong" is obvi
ously realized in accordance with the (main difference in the) hierarchy given in 
1.3 (but not already in ca. 1740; see TapanoBCKHH & HpoxopoB 1982), i.e. a 
monosyllabic word can have a pitch accent and still be in a weak meter position 
provided that the subsequent (in the iambic examples) pitch accent in strong meter 
position is in the prosodic hierarchy higher (heavier). 

Examples from Tomasevskij cited by TapanoBCKHH & DpoxopoB (1982: 146-
149) include: 
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(20) r R F 
/Jea duH eMy Kasaancb HOBU... 

(21) r R F 
Cuee ewnaa xoabKO B aHsape... 

(22) r/R F 
LLInu ^oabl... Bypb nopbiB MaxeacHbiH... 

Compare, without iambic meter (F is not subordinated to subsequent r/R): 

(23) r/R F r/R R 
npomea aod. I Eypb nopbiB Maxe>KHbm... 

LUcHreaH's (1921: 17) iambic example was: 

(24) F r/R F 
V^oza.. Jlojicdb xjibinyn. Jlyn... 

But, because F is not subordinated to a following r, the iambic meter is dismpted 
in: 

(25) r/R F r R 
Uomeji doDKdb. Ceemnhm ayn... 

JIoxMaH (2000: 278-279) has a mie for case (24)-(25) (his "syntagmatic stress" is 
F here). 

2.6. As to other monosyllabic words with pitch accents in weak meter positions, 
Tomasevskij said that "HCMexpHHCCKHe yaapenna [on monosyllabic words] BOO6-

me B03M0)KHbi noa HnxonaHHCH npncxyna", i.e. "B nanaae (Jipasbi nan noBoro 
(JipasHoro cerMCHxa" (ToMamcBCKHH 1970: 48, originally a 1925 lecture; Tapa-
HOBCKHii & HpoxopoB 1982: 145): 

(26) Moz oucHHXb ero aapbi 
(27) ^mo wporaamcHbc? B caMOM aeae... 
(28) ribem oGoabcxHxeabHwii oGivian. 
(29) Bce d.m MCHxaxeabUHUbi HĈ KHOH. 

(ToMauieBCKHii 1970: 124) 

The first syllable of speech segments does have pitch properties that account for 
the frequent occurrence of noimietrical stresses in that position (cf e.g. Keijsper 
1983: 133, 150). In the whole of Evgenij Onegin, ToMamcBCKHH (1970: 125, 
originally 1917) found only 19 nonmetrical "strong" accents in other than the first 
foot (where Puskin more often than incidentally places such words; cf ToMamcB-
CKHH 1970: 128). In the middle of a line an "incorrectly" accented syllable must 
be made a "first" one by a preceding boundary if the meter is to be retained (To
MamcBCKHH 1970: 41, originally 1925): 
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(30) R r F 
FpaMMaxHKy // dee I OexpHaabi 

If the accents are hierachically equal the same line fits into a aM4)H6paxHH (ibid.), 
i.e. the same syllable is then considered to be metrically strong: 

(31) R R F 
FpaMMaxHKy / dee I Hexpnaabi 

TapanoBCKHH & HpoxopoB (1982: 146-149) compare the iambic (30) with the 
non-iambic 

(32) R F? r/R 
FpaMMaxHKy e3fui, I Hexpnaay... 

As before, of course, we are talking about monosyllabic words (cf section 1.5): 

(33) R r/R F 
FpaMMaxHKy // deecmu I xexpaaefi 

is not iambic (ToMamcBCKHH 1970: 41; TapanoBCKHH & OpoxopoB 1982: 147). 
Examples of "strong accents" in weak meter positions from Evgenij Onegin (To-
MamcBCKHii 1970: 125, 126, 128), after a boundary: 

(34) Boame5Hbm Kpaii! Ta\i B cxapbi loaw 
(35) YBaa... Fde >KapKoe BoaneHHe 
(36) 51 saM HC upaBHaacb. Vwo >K HBIHC 

[Mena npecaeayexe Bbi?] 
(37) Hem, HHKOMy na CBexe 
(38) OHCPHH >Kaex: eom caex JICHCKHH 

(see also example (7)) 

Some of Tomasevskij's examples possibly have no "strong" (pitch) accent at all, 
e.g. (1970: 126-127): 

(39) Kxo B asaanaxb aex 6bi.n (Jipanx nab xsax 
(40) y Ka>Kaoro ceoii yu H xoaK 
(41) K xoMy >K one muK HcnopoHHbi 

2.7. This leaves us with only a few cases where the hierarchy between accents is 
unclear (ToMameBCKHid 1970: 125, 128): 

(42) ? ? 
Hoa HCH cHej yrpcHHHH xpycxHX 

(43) ? ? 
Me)K xcM ifeiib oah\ BbicoKa 

^HpMyncKHH (1975: 112) calls (43) spondaic, i.e. he reads it with two "strong" 
accents; TapanoBCKHH & HpoxopoB (1982: 146-147) say the accent on CHcr and 
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ueab is a "no6oHHoe yaapenHc". In modem prose, of course, these words could 
be prosodically heavier than the subsequent words. Further cases must probably 
be regarded as spondaic (ToMaiucBCKHH 1970: 123, 125, 128): 

(44) TOM, mam noa CCHHIO Kyanc 
(45) CaoBa: 6op, Oypsi, Bopon, eab 
(46) 3a HHM cmpoupioMOK y3KHX, aannnbix 

And, repeated for the sake of completeness, 

(14) Ha Gepery nycxbiHHbix BoaH 
Cxoaa OH, dyjw BeanKHX noan 

lUeHrean (1921: 21) called (intonation added) 

(47) R R F 
TcMHOu, KyapaBoid roaoBOH 

"HecpaBHCHHO MCHce aMGHHCH" than 

(48) r R F 
FeAfwo-KyapaBOH roaoBOH 

)KHpMyHCKHH (1975: 11) speaks of nepeaKueHxyauHa in such cases, viz. e.g. 

(49) r R 
xeMHo-3eaeHbiH 

2.8. Only UlenreaH (1960: 104) provides some trochaic examples, where, corre
spondingly, the second word must be subordinated to the first in: 

(50) r/R (f) R F 
JI,0M Ham BbicxpocH npeKpacHO 

(51) r/R r R (r) F 
Ban /MHum Gbicxpo namy aoaKy 

Otherwise "acHO cabimnxca, HXO CXHX cxaa mepoxosaxbiM" (ibidem): 

(52) r R R (r) F 
Mnum ecui 16bicxpo namy aoaKy 

2.9. Not surprisingly, examples of bisyllabic words with nonmettical sfresses 
mostly have no or only reduced pitch accent. Some rare examples from HymKHH 
(ToMamcBCKHii 1923: 135-137,55): 

(53) Omo Bcero, HCM npeacae aopo«Haa 
(54) 3aayMHHB, HCM H omo Bcex aaacK 
(55) MHC Bbipocan BHCsanHO u3-nod Mbimen 
(56) CMcexca HM u3-nod rnnaoH orpaau 
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(57) BeaHKy CKopb wiu BcanKHH npasauHK 
(58) He BbiMoaBHmb caoBCHKa? aiu xbi... 
(59) KaK 6bi CKasaxb no-pyccKH? BHpiuenHceu 
(60) 51 npeaaaraio Bbinjrxb B ezo naMaxb 

Other examples include nepe-, vvm and other "HenoaHOSHannbie caoBa" (JloxMan 
2000: 285-288); they may have had another accentuation than today or were ac-
centable on both syllables (ToMaiacBCKHH 1970: 122; originally 1917). 

Nonmetrical stresses on disyllabic words realized by full pitch accent are in 
general forbidden but a few exceptions are well known (see e.g. JIoxMan 2000: 
290-296; W = weak meter position, S = strong meter position): 

(61) W S 
CojiHife B30Haex Mcna HC 6yaex 
(a first position) 

(62) W SW S 
Ho pyKa CHabuaa TBopua 

Lotman calls the latter a "napymeHHe MCxpHHccKOH cxpyKxypbi" (2000: 290). 
The intonational phenomenon called "emphatic accent" in versification and 

consisting of a rise of tone which suppresses word accent is called sanoc in studies 
of intonation (Ode 1989: 101-102); it is assumed to account for cases like Tju-
tcev's (1930) Silentium: 

(63) W S W S W S WS 
Bcxaiox H 3axodHm OHC 

(64) BesMoaBHo KaK / seesdbi B HOHH 
(65) XlneBHbic /paizonnm aywH 

(JIoxMan 2000: 291, 295, citing Sengeli and Gasparov) 

According to Lotman (JIoxMan 2000: 295, 296) most cases of inversion (WS > 
SW) concern words in separate synlagms: 

(66) Eypu; napoa CKop5ea, 
H SaeaHocxb anu (}KyKOBCKHfi) 

(67) PcHKa, pacnyxmaa ox cae3 coacHbix (ManaeabiuxaM) 

3. Intermediate conclusion 

If we now try to refomiulate Jakobson's point (see section 1) we can say that the 
status of the same fonn distinctions (reduced vs. nonreduced vowel, with vs. 
without reduced pitch accent, with vs. without full pitch accent, R vs. F types of 
pitch accent) depends on word length. Despite their nonreduced vowel, monosyl
labic words can be used in weak meter positions, viz, by keeping them intonation
ally weaker than the corresponding strong meter positions. It is phrasal prosody, 
then, which constitutes primary rythm in monosyllabic words in binary meter. The 
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usual secondary rhythm is about nonreduced vs. reduced vowels in sfrong meter 
positions, both of polysyllabic words. In binary meters monosyllabic words give 
rise, 1 conclude, to a second type of secondary rhythm, viz. nonreduced vowels of 
monosyllabic words in weak meter positions vs. reduced vowels of polysyllabic 
words in such positions. 

In bisyllabic words word sfress remains the decisive level in the sense that the 
stressed syllable is strong whether or not it carries a pitch accent (2.2); phrase 
prosody enters the picture in the rule that violations of meter are possible if they 
are not sustained by pitch accent hierarchy. Other violations are exceptional (2.9). 
The role of phrasal prosody is a development in 19' -century verse (as opposed to 
the earliest 18*-century syllabo-tonic verse; cf TapaHOBCKHH & HpoxopoB 1982). 

As we will see below (section 4), the status which monosyllabic words have in 
binary meters equals that of bisyllabic words in temary meters. So the point is the 
relation between word length and type of meter rather than the "redundant" char
acter of word sfress (nonreduced vowel) in monosyllabic words, as Jakobson 
thought. Temary meters also apply a further aspect of phrasal prosody (see section 
5). 

4. Word length and secondary rhythm in ternary meter 

4.1. ilKoGcoH (1973: 250) held the view that the main difference between the "two 
systems of Russian classical verse" is that "aBycaoroBbie pa3Mepbi naaaraiox 3a-
npex Ha yaapubie caoxH noancHaaaGoB B caaGbix aoaax cxHxa" whereas "xpex-
caoroBbie pa3Mepbi Bocnpemaiox SesyaapHbie caorn B cnabubix aoaax cxHxa". 
The existence of Jakobson's "two systems" is a direct consequence of natural 
word length: Russian words are, on the avarage, 2.8 or 2.7 syllables long (e.g. 
HepHbimcBCKHH 1951: 150, who sometimes does and sometimes does not count 
monosyllabic words as accented; LUxoKMap 1952: 237; UlenreaH 1921: 19; but cf 
ToMamecKHii 1923: 32-33; Bailey 1993: 310). It follows that the room for secon
dary rhythm in the traditional sense is small in temary meters, although "In the 
XXth century [...] unstressed ictuses become permissible in the temary, although 
even in the writings of the most daring poets the sfressing of the ictus does not fall 
below 90 per cent" (JloxMan 2000: 54). Thus, lines such as the following became 
possible, according to Lotman, also in the middle of a line (anapaestic meter is 
probably assumed): 

(68) Momb CBo6oaHaa u Mepa abBHuaa (JIoxMan 2000: 310, ManaeabmxaM) 

Instead of regarding H as an "unstressed ictus", we can consider the possibility 
that an implied pitch accent (or 3aHoc, cf section 2.9) on n overmles word stress 
or pitch accent on nepa, i.e. that the "daring poets" let phrasal prosody overmle 
word prosody. 
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According to JloxMaH (2000: 309; see also XoamcBHHKOB 1984b: 169), the 
first syllable of a dactylic line can be unaccented regularly. 

4.2. The other combination, viz. word sfress (nonreduced vowel) in weak meter 
positions is possible, now not only for monosyllabic words, as in binary meter, but 
also for bisyllabic words: Tw BosbMH MOK) pyKy, xosapHiu and 51 onaxb MOK) 
pyKy noa KpanoM (FacnapoB 1984b: 176, citing Taranovskij's examples) are both 
possible in anapaest (cf also (68)). ToMamcBCKHH (1970: 131) allows for this pos
sibility in the first foot of an anapaest (a so-called KpexHK: / u /): 

(69) W W S W W S 
ffenee c ueaoro CBCxa, cyKon apKoro uBCxa 
(i.e. Tomasevskij's/^eHe^ c ueaoro UBCxa, cyKon apKoro UBCxa) 

And, with a monosyllabic word (as in binary meters, but here a supposedly 
stressed/accented content word): 

(70) W W S W W S 
Cuez na 3eMaK) sajinxca, cbm aoporoio MHHXca 
(i.e. TomaSevskij's Cnez na 3eMaio Baanxca, cbm aoporoio MHUXCM) 

This status of word prosody is stated in JIoxMan's (2000: 54) mle for 19*-century 
verse: "(i) Only stressed syllables can correspond to S position [vs. 20" century, 
according to Lotman, see section 4.1 above]; (ii) The stressed syllable of a disyl
labic word can occur in W position if, and only if its unstressed syllable also oc
curs in W position [...]". 

In other words, the nonreduced vowel of disyllabic words has the same status 
in temary meter as the nonreduced vowel of monosyllabic words has in binary 
meter. In combination with the weak first position in dactyl, however, hierarchy is 
said to become problematic: 

(71) S W W 
>9, Mamepb Bo>KHa, Hbme c MoanxBOio 
riped meoiLM o6pa30M, apKHM cnaHHCM (JlepMOHXOB) 

According to Lotman, these lines "na cayx c xpyaoM BocnpuHHMaioxca KaK ciia-
aa5oxoHHHecKHe" (JIoxMan 2000: 309). If pitch accent hierarchy is used there 
seems to be no problem. As the maximal "ocaaGacHHC nepBoro HKxa" Lotman 
considers, from the same verse 

(72) S WW S WW 
OKPVMCU cnacxHCM aymy aocxoitHyio (JIoxMan 2000: 309) 

Reaccenting remains forbidden: 51 MOK) ce5e pyKy noa KpanoM is not anapaestic 
(FacnapoB 1984b: 176). 
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4.3. It follows that we can recognize a second type of secondary rhythm in temary 
meters as well (as did 3 for binary meters), now for stressed syllables of bisyllabic 
words vs. nonstressed syllables of longer words in weak meter positions (nonre
duced vs. reduced vowel). No study of potential patteming here exists, as far as 1 
know. 

Disyllabic words in temary meters having the same status as monosyllabic 
words in binary meters, pitch accent constitutes, correspondingly, primary rhythm 
in temary meters: as we know since Tomasevskij in other terms, in temary meters 
"xoHHHecKHH acHCKX CHaaa5o-xoHHKH" is more important than the "cnaaaGnHec-
KHii acncKx", which prevails in binary meters (FacnapoB 1984b: 175). The pre
ponderant role of pitch accent calls for an application of another aspect of phrasal 
prosody as well. 

5. Russian hexameter 

5.1. In temary meters, the term "secondary rhythm" has been used for the "nepe-
aoBaHHC Hacxo H peaKO xopensHpycMbix cxon" in the Russian hexameter (Fac
napoB 1975, LUanHp 1994), and some study has been devoted to that issue (see 
TacnapoB 1997: 234-258). In other words, Gasparov freats the (aaKXHaoxopen-
HecKHii) hexameter as a so-called aoabUHK, viz. "MexpnHecKH HC ynopaaoHCHKbiit 
Ha6op aaKxnaHHecKHX H xopeuHCCKHX cxon" (JIoxMan 2000: 318). Leaving aside 
the word "mefrical", I think there is an implementation of the meter for which the 
term "[MCXPHHCCKH] HC ynopaaoHCHHbiH", and hence aoabHHK, is unfortunate. 

As will be remembered, Sengeli held the view that "cjjaKXHHCCKH pyccKnii FCK-
saMcxp 0Ka3aaca aefiMHHecKHM mecxHcxonubiM aaKXHacM, rae cxonbi "xopea" 
He HXO HHoe, KaK cxonbi aaKxnaa c XOKJ uaH HHOH aeiiMOH [...]" (UlenreaH 1960: 
223-224). In meterless language, full pitch accents and phrasing contribute to 
rhythm: they take time, i.e., translated into terms of versification, they add 
"dolja's". Word sfress, too, can be said to add a dolja with respect to reduced 
vowels (cf KBaxKOBCKHH's 1960 criticism asking for four "dolja's" per dactylic 
hexameter foot). If we count these as part of the implementation of the meter, as 
well as (time-taking) boundaries where applicable, the meter appears to be more 
regularly implemented than the term "dol'nik" suggests. For example, Zukov-
skij's completely "trochaic" line )KHa MypabiKa; Bbia MypawKa KOX CHGHPCKHH 

(in BoHHa Mbimen H aarymcK, cited from the 1960 )KyKOBCKHH edition) asks for 
an intonation which makes its "feet" isochronous with the "dactylic" ones in the 
context: 

(73) [C HHMH B noanoabe oua] A MU npunaancb KaK maabHbie 
ripbiraxb, CKaKaxb H Koxa xopMouinxb. HaKOHCu, noycxaBinn, 
Bce Mbi yceancb B KpyjKOK nepea Mopaoii ero, n nosx nam 
KaHM, no npo3BaHHK) BemeHbiii XBOCX, na MypabiKHHO ny30 
B3ae3mH, nanaa orryaa HHxaxb naM uaarpoGnoe caoBO, 
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Mbi ace npH Ka)KaoM cxHxe xoxoxanH. H BOX HXO n p o n e a OH: 
Rh- Fl- Rh- (r/f) F+ (f) (possible intonation) 
3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 (number of dol ja 's) 

"yKuji MypabiKa; 6bia MypauKa / KOX CHSHPCKHH / 
Pocx OoraxbipcKHii, CHsaa uiKypKa, ycbi KaK y xypKa; 
[•••]" 

I do not agree with FacnapoB (1979: 249-250) that Zukovski j used the difference 
between "caa6o xopeH3HpoBaHHbiH CXHX" and "cuabHO xopeH3HpoBaHHbiH CXHX" 
only for differentiating between his "high style" epos (e.g. Hanaaa , Oanccea) and 
his "npo3aH3HpoBaHHbiH cxnab" (e.g. Kpacnbiii Kap5yHKya, BoiiHa MbimeK H aa-
rymcK), but did not use the difference within these styles; example (73) suggests 
differently. 

To give another example, as Burgi (1954: 135) observes, the three lines in 
Book XI of Zukovskij 's Odyssey which contain two (rather than one) "trochaic 
substitutions" "very appropriately" occur in the description of the labours of Sisy
phus. It is, in my view, the implied down-slowing effect of intonation that is re
sponsible for the appropriateness: 

(74) [Bnaea a xaK>Ke CH3H4)a, KasHHMoro cxpauinoio Ka3Hbio] 
R R R 

THSKKUU KaMCHb cmny OGCHMH sacK OH pyKaMH 
F-H R R R R 

B ropy; Hanpnewu Mbiwnu, Hoea\iu e seMim ynepmncb , 
KaMCHb aBHxaa on BBcpx; HO caBa aocxHxaa a o BcpmHHbi 
C xa>KKOti Homeit, Ha3aa ycxpeMaenHbiti HCBHaHMoit cnaofi, 
B H H 3 no I ope na pasHnny KaxHJica oGManHHSbiti KaMCHb 

R R R F 
Cnoea a/JiHaca esdeunymb mfiJicecTb OH, Mbimubi HaiiparuiH, 
Teao B noxy, roaoaa sea noKpbixaa nepHOio n u a b i o . 

Indeed, Gnedic ' s dactylic solution is less beautiful (Burgi 1954: 135-136): 

(75) TaM H CH3H(j)a yjpea a; >KecroKHe MyKH OH xepnnx: 
Ta>KKHH, orpoMHbiH pyKaMH o6eHMH KaMCHb Kaxaex; 
O H H pyKaMH ero H HoraMH, HXO cna noannpaa , 
KaxHX CKaay na BbicoKyto ropy; HO nyxb na BcpmHuy 
Haex BCKaxHXb, KaK nasaa ycxpCMaaexca c ipamnaa xarocxb; 
CnoBa na aoji, saKpyxHBuiHca naaaex KaMCHb KOsapHbiii. -
CnoBa xox KaMCHb on Kaxnx H Mynnxca; abexca pyHbSMH 
Hox H3 cocxaBOB cxpaaaabua, H n u a b BKpyr raaBbi e ro Bbcxca. 
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In binary verse, UlcHreaH (1960: 232) found little "lejma's"; this can now be seen 
as the relatively smaller influence of phrasal prosody there. BpiocoB (1924: 82 ff.) 
composed examples of temary meters other than hexameter. 

5.2. The correctness of the approach suggested here (see also HaHOB 1993: 138), 
is nicely illusttated by the discussion surrounding Puskin's third line in the follow
ing (EoHau 1978: 340 ff): 

(76) Kxo Ha cnerax B03pacxHa OeoKpHXOBbi HOKHbie po3bi? 
B BCKC >Keae3H0M, CKaacn, KXO soaoxon yraaaa? 
Kxo caaBaHHH MoaoaoH, dyxoM zpcK, podoM repManeu? 
Box saraaKa Moa: xHxpbiii 3aHn, pa3peHiH! 

Upon publication, the third line was "improved" into: 

(77) Kxo caaBaHHH MoaoaoH, zpcK dyxoM, apodoM repManeu? 

It was the "BxopocxeneuHbiH no3x" Rozen (BoHau 1978: 342) who was responsi
ble for the change; according to him, in Puskin's version "y xpexbeii cxonbi neao-
cxaBaao 5bi noaoBHHbi, a caoBO "rpcK" HH B KOCM caynae HC MOTKBX 6bixb 
KopoxKHM" (BoHan 1978: 341). So he had read the line as: 

(78) \j \^ ^^ ^^ \^ ^^ \^ \y Ky K^ \^ \^ ^^ 'w'̂ .y 
Kxo caaBa | HHH Moao | aoii, || ayxoM rpcK, | poaoM rep | Maueu? 

As Bondi remarks, Puskin had meant, of course: 

Kxo caasa | HHH Moao | aofi, {| ayxoM | rpcK | , poaoM rep | Maneu 

which is "5aaro3ByHHo", although not a sfrict hexameter (in the Russian under
standing), with a "light accenf (BOHAH 1978: 343) on ayxoM (e.g. r or R), and a 
"large pause [lejma]" of 2 dolja's following rpcK (with R) [time units partly in the 
pitch accents - C.K.], which is better than the "HeHy>KHbiH paccyaHxeabUbiii 
coK)3" that Rozen had chosen instead. 

The problem evidently was that rpeK must have a pitch accent (R) in the origi
nal line (what Rozen still called "length"); that makes the word equal to or heavier 
than ayxoM (R/r). The (low) state of understanding of the role of phrasal prosody 
in temary verse is clear from the fact that Puskin (who had problems writing hex
ameters) was glad with the "improvement": it changed his "mistake" into a 
"HHCXbiii cnonaeii" in the third foot, a so much discussed and so rarely used pos
sibility: 

( 7 7 ) v_^v_^v_y ^ v ^ _ y v y \y K^ ^-J \^ '^ ^^ \^ ^^ '^ ^^ 

Kxo caaBa | HHH Moao | aoii, || rpcK | ayxoM, a | poaoM rep | Maneu? 
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The rarity of a "HHCXMH cnoHaeH" is the rarity of frill pitch accents on two subse
quent syllables. 

5.3. The Russian hexameter has always raised emotions like those expressed by 
Katenin (1911), cited from UlauHp (1994: 75-76): 

"[...] KoaH oGx) 3K3aMexpaxTj pa3cy>Kaaxb, xo HC CKasaxb an, HXO MHorie H3'b pycc-
KHXT. nfecKoabKO xtMx. ne npasHaHCb cayxy, HXO CCH pasMtpi aerao Bnaaaexb 
Bt aBa nopoKa pa3HMe, no paBHo nenpiaxHbie: xawecxb, anGo Baaocxb npo3aH-
HCCKaa; oana npoH3xoaHXT> OXT> neyMtHba CXHXH pa3HOo6pa3HXb ncKycHbiMX) 
CMimcHbeM-b aaKxnaeii H xopecBt BTJ nepsbixx. nexbipext cxonaxi; apyroe orb 
nepcHOca nan nepexoaa co CMbicaoMX. H3T> cxHxa B CXHXTJ [...] H OXT> HCBtpnaro 
[...] ynoxpeSacnia KopoxKHXt 3a aoaria n aoJiraxt 3a KOpoxKia caora". 

An example of the "heavy" type of hexameter is Gnedic' Iliada; it has 80% pure 
"dactyli" and the variation in phrasing is far removed from even Zukovskij's 
"high style" hexameters (Facnapoe 1984a: 126; 1997: 248). They suggest mo
notonous reciting with Rm types of accent. Zukovskij's hexameters, especially his 
"low style" ones with only 30-40% "dactylic" units (FacnapoB 1984a: 126; 1997: 
248) invite intonations which make the "feet" isochronous, along the lines indi
cated above: they approximate the natural phrasing and variation in distance be
tween pitch accents. Since the "dolja adding effecf of pitch accent and phrasing is 
an aspect of nonnal phrasal prosody, the latter type of verse is closer to prose than 
verse which does not use that aspect of the language's rhythm. 

6. Instead of a conclusion 

Applying linguistic insights into intonation to versification is not an uncontrover-
sial idea. 3HxeH6ayM (e.g. 1922, 1969) introduced an approach to "intonation" in 
verse which even at the time stayed intentionally far away from e.g. Siever's lin
guistic investigations: 

"no3XHKa cxpoHXca na OCHOBC xeaeoaorHHCCKoro npnnuHna H noxoMy HcxoaHx 
H3 nonaxHa npucMa; aHHrsHCiHKa we, Kan H BCC ecxecxB03HaHMC, HMCCX aeao c 
Kaxeropneii npuHnnnocxH H noiOMy Hcxoawx H3 nonaxHa mjemiH KOK muKo-
«Oc'«"(1922: 14). 

At any rate, when Ejxenbaum studies "intonation", he includes question words, 
question marks, syntactic parallelism, amplitude differentiation suggested by it, 
and so on. Present-day investigations of pitch contours deal only with those con
tours; pitch configurations are the best studied aspect of prosody and for some in
vestigators even equal intonation. 

Taking into account sentence ("phrasal") accent in verse is not uncontroversial 
either, and even its existence in some types of verse has been denied. In his criti-
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cism of Ejxenbaum, )KHpMyHCKHii (1922, cited from 1977) recognized a type of 
lyric verse ("MeaoaHnecKoro XHiia") with presumably free (or no) accent place
ment: 

"B npo3aHHecKOH pcHH Ha Bonpoc "Hxo 3xo uiyMHx?" - MU oxBcnacM "3xo nee 
myMHX npH 3ByKe eemepKa" c oxnexaHBbiM aHnaMnnecKHM H nnxoHaunonnbiM 
BbiaeacHHCM caoBa "aec" H Menee cnabUbiM caoBa "BexepKa"; nan na Bonpoc: 
"Hxo xaM Ha He6e CBCxaeex?" - oxBenacM c xaKHM TKC BwaeaenHCM: "Mecnif 
nabiBCx no He6y" (xaK Ha3biBaeMbie ncHxoaoFHHecKHC CKasycMbie). B anpHnec-
KOM cxHxoxBopcHHH McaoaHHCCKoro XHua oxHomcHHa ropa3ao Mcnee oxnex-
aHBbi; HxcHHio B. M. 3iixeH6ayMa: "Mecntf 3epKaabHbiH nauBex no aasypnoH 
rrycxbiHC..." - MO>KHO npoxHsocxaBHXb apyroe: "Mecau 3epKcuibHbiu niibiBex no 
aasypHoil nycxbme ..." - nan aaace: "Mecau 3epKaabHbiH nnbieem no aasypnon 
nycxbiHC ...", xaK KaK aoPHnecKaa aHcj)cj)epeHUHauHa, BbiaeaacMaa yaapeHHCM H 
noBbiuiCHHCM, oxcjrrcxByex H, BOOSLUC, HHxonauHOHHbie Konxpacxbi ocaaGaenu: 
B 3X0M oxHomeuHH acKaaMauHOHHaa anpHKa ropa3ao Gorane H pa3HOo5pa3Hee, 
HCM HancBHaa." ()KHpMyHCKHH 1977: 81-82, originally 1922) 

Although KoBxynoBa (1986: 11) infroduces this fragment with the words: "B.M. 
yKnpMyncKHH naraaauo noKasaa pa3HHuy Meacay pa3roBopHOH H CXHXOBOH HH-

xoHauHeit", she also adds: 

"HpHMeHaxeabHa B 3XOM BbicKa3biBaHHH Mucab o TOM, HXO B aHpHHecKOM CXHXO-

xBopcHHH "ncHxoaoFHHecKHe CKasycMbie" (npeaHKax; pcMa) HnxonauHonno ne 
Bbiaeaaioxca (HXO oGasaxeabno aaa np03bi: B nposaHHCCKoii penn "BUHcano B 
xeKcx" HHxoHauHOHHoe BbiaeacHHc pcMbi)". 

And elsewhere she uses the term "npeaHKaxHBHocxb nosxHnecKOH penn" when 
she discusses intonational predication in verse (e.g. 1986: 157, cf I.l above). In 
this way she remains noncommittal. Possibly, Ejxenbaum and Zirmunskij meant 
the typical recitation style using Rm type of intonation, with smaller accents in its 
tail; the use of types of pitch accent can vary, or prominence relations can be im
plemented in various ways, without affecting the abstract meter scheme, as long 
as the opposition strong(er) ~ weak(er) is maintained. 

KoBxynoBa (1986: 11) also cites Tomasevskij, who indeed said that "CXHX 

ecxb pcHb 6e3 aorHHCCKHx yaapcHHit" (ToMameBCKHit 1970: 313, originally 
1929), but nothing suggests that the notation used in the foregoing here does not 
conform to his intentions (franslated into that notation). Tomasevskij's manufac
tured examples (4) and (5) were devised to show patterns of secondary rhythm; 
they also illustrate what "logical accents" possibly do not occur in verse (note the 
position of the last pitch accent indicated): 

(4) R F 
IlpHropmHio paKOBHHOK OH npunec 
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(5) F 
Mbi nocae nepeeoeopuM 06 3moM 

Sengeli's approach, recognizing the rhythmic status of what he called lejma's, met 
with criticism from the side of Trubetzkoy (1963: 58; originally 1937) (in applica
tion to Puskin's HCCHH 3anaaHbix caaBan); Tmbetzkoy had objections to 

"nepeHeceuHe ueuxpa xa>KecxH npo6aeMbi H3 o6aacxH cxHxocaoHceHHa B 
o5aacxb cxnxonpoHCHeccHHa" [...] "nay3bi", "xpnoan" H "KBnnxoan" cyiuccx-
Byiox B My3biKe; c HSBCCxnoii Haxa>KKoii HX MOHCHO nanxn H B penn (parole), HO B 

H3biKe (langue) HX nex. A Mcxp COCXOHX xoabKo H3 sacMcnxoB a3biKa." 

This statement is difficult to understand from the point of view of modem in-
tonology, where different types of accent belong to intonation of the "langue"; it 
certainly clashes with the view that a meter is an abstract scheme that is imple
mented by units of the "langue", including intonation and phrasing, at least as a 
possibility. 

In his criticism, TapaHOBCKHH (1968: 389-390) says: 

"PacmncJipoBKa pHXMHHecKoit cxpyKxypbi Cnoea o nozuOenu pyccKou 3e.Mnu HaM 
npeacxaBaaexca aeaoM 6oaee aerKHM, HCM nanp., pa36HBKa na cxpoKH cae-
ayioiuero xcKCxa: "3apacxByii, llBaHuapcBHH, o HCM XBI xaK npH3aayMaaca?" -
"Hexoxa 6yaemb 3aayMHHB, - CKa3aa OH. - BaxiomKa XBOH ao MOCH roaoBbi ao-
Gnpaexca." - "Hxo ace caeaaxb peuiHaca xbi?" - "Hxo? Hnnero. nycKaii ero 
CHHMCX roaoBy; aByx cMcpxcH HC anaaxb, oaHoii ne Mnnyemb". Flponxa sxox 
xcKcx, Bpaa aH Kxo-HH6yab noayMaex, HXO 3x0 CXHXH. A MOKay XCM, 3XO -
rcKsaMcxp >KyKOBCKoro" [from CKa3Ka o uape Bepenaee] 

Zukovskij's (Russified) hexameters indeed cannot be counted only on the basis of 
word stress and the usual secondary rhythm, but as long as the way of printing 
(Xapaan 1966: 88-89) puts an underlying metrical scheme in the mind of the 
reader his texts certainly can be an implementation of that scheme, with elements 
of the "langue". It could even be counted, given the right way of doing so. I think 
it is simply the understanding of intonation in the beginning of the 20"' century 
which precluded the recognition that Zukovskij was the "BeaHHaHuiHH H3 
MacxepoB pyccKoro reK3aMexpa" (FacnapoB 1997: 249). 

In JIoxMan's (2000: 215) classification of languages into 

1. 5l3biKH xaKxocHHxaiomero pnxMa 
2. 5l3biKH caorocHHxaiomcro pHXMa 
3. 5l3biKH MopocHHxaiomero pnxMa 

Russian belongs in group 1 (together with English, German etc.). In this type "HCX 
(JioHoaorHHCCKH peacBanxHoro KsaHXHxexa" (JloxMan 2000: 216). Nevertheless, 
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as we saw, it can develop a "npo3aH3HpoBaHHbm cxnab" of verse (FacnapoB 
1997: 250) which implements a meter from a so-called "mora-counting" language 
like Homer's Greek with intonational means. 

According to JToxMaH (2000: 224-225), so far only 

"51. ribuibMas [i.e. J. Poldmae - C.K.] HacxauBaex Ha XOM, HXO caeayex pasan-
Haxb aKucHXHbiH CXHX, ocHOBanubiii na cnexe caoBCcnbix yaapeuHii, ox aKuenx-
Horo cxHxa, ocnoBbiBaioiueroca na cnexe yaapcHHH cHHxarMaxnnecKHx), x.e. 
caeayex pa3aHHaxb xaKXbi, B KOxopMx caorn oGteannaioxca caoBCcnbiM yaape-
HHCM, ox xaKxoB, fac 3X0 o6x.eaHHeHHe npoHcxoanx 3a cnex yaapennH (jipasoBbix 
(cHHxarMaxHHCCKHx). TaKXbi Bxoporo xnna A.X. BOCXOKOB H nasbiBaa "uposoaH-
HecHMH nepnoaaMn". 

Bailey (1993: 260) remarks that 

"phrase prosody, as it is manifested in the rhythmical patterns of traditional 
phrases, represents the primary organizing feature in folk verse whereas word 
prosody is the basis of literary verse". 

Bailey argues that meter also occurs in folk verse. We can add that phrase prosody 
also occurs in literary verse: there is no real controversy between the two, apart 
from the fact that literary verse started from abstract schemes borrowed from 
abroad, using word prosody to implement them. LUxoKMap's (1952) feverish at
tempt to show (in Stalinistic times, to be sure) that folk verse was free of foreign 
influences has uselessly separated the two starting points ideologically. Literary 
and folk verse met in a natural way in the practise of poets, viz. in literary verse 
the role of word prosody gradually diminished. 

We could even go fiirther, with Xolscevnikov. Since a "cBepxcxcMHoyaapnoe 
caOBO He Mowex Bwxoanxb 3a npeaeau cnadozo juecma B CXOHC ("Epam ynpocna 
narpaay aaxb" no ne "Epamly npocHa narpaay aaxb)", whereas in English verse, 
for example, a "cBepxcxcMHoyaapnoe caoB HC Moacex Bbixoanxb sa npeaeaw 
cmonbi (^'Soldiers /, let me I but talk to him one word", but not "Who sees / and 
per/mits e/vil, and so die)" (TacnapoB 1984b: 177), and since 

"pa3aeaeHHa caoBopa3aeaoB na asa BHaa: "ue3ypbi" H aHepe3bi [feet and word 
boundaries noncoinciding and coinciding, resp. - C.K.], cxoab aKxyaabHoro B 
CHjina6o-xoHHKe aanaano- H lowHOcaaBancKOit, HCX y nac aa>Ke B caosapax", 

XoameBHHKOB (1984a: 66) concludes that feet do not exist "B Kdneci^e peanbHou 
pHXMHHCCKOH eaHHHUCH B pyccKOH CHaaa6o-xoHHKe", although 

"BoabmHHCXBO coBpcMennbix cxHxoBeaoB coxpanaex cxonnyio xepMHHoaorHio 
BcaeacxBHC ee oGiuenonaxHocxH n o6uieynoxpe6HxeabHocxH [...]." (ibidem) 
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In short, a lot of pages could be filled with quotations from theories in versifica
tion, but it would not change the conclusion: Gnedic's Ilias translation project 
started, as will be remembered, at a time when one was in search of the prosody of 
the Russian language (Uvarov's letter to Gnedic, reproduced in Ap3aMac 1994: 
78-83). Today we can see how the search became successful. 

III. ON THE MEANING OF THE "PERFECTIVE" -W-T PARTICIPLE 
(SHORT FORM) 

I. Problem, tradition 

KHa3eB's 1989 treatment of the -/?/-/ participle brings to mind Stender-Petersen's 
(1937) opinion that "das part.praet.pass. ist im mssischen bis auf den heutigen tag 
ausserhalb des aspektsystems geblieben [...]. Sie behalten zugleich ihre altererbte 
korrelation determiniert ~ indeterminiert, die u. a. durch prafigierung bezeichnet 
wurde" (1937: 404). Stender-Petersen held this view for the -n/-t participle of both 
imperfective and perfective stems (in contrast to what Poupynin (1999: 81) sug
gests): for both KpaacHHbie (KBM-XO) BCIUH or Kpamennaa (oxpon) asepb and 
yKpaacHHbie (KCM-XO) BCIUH or BbiKpauieHuaa (oxpoit) aBcpb; "(denn) auch in 
diesen letzteren fehlen die vorslcllungcn dcr vcrgangenhcit und des perfectiven 
aspekts" (1937: 402). Stender-Petersen's examples contain long fonxis, used at
tributively, but nothing in his text suggests that hc intended to restrict his observa
tion about aspect to these forms. 

Since Stender-Petersen's time a grammatical tradition established itself which 
treats only nominalizations in the section "word fonnation", the -nieZ-tie case un
der names such as "cycjiiJiHKCbi, o6o3iiaHaK)mHe aeiicxBHe" (BnnorpaaoB 1972: 
101-102); aspect then need not be discussed. The -n/-l participle, in contrast, is 
considered to belong to the single part of speech "Verb" (BHHorpaaoB 1972: 39-
40), in which the grammatical category of Aspect is presumed to apply to all 
forms of perfective and imperfective stems, i.e. also to the -n/-t participle, whose 
referent is usually said to be a state resulting from an event (coSbixne) (3ajiH3HaK 
& ILlMcaeB 2000: 36). The resulting problem of stative/resultative uses of -n/-t 
participles of perfective stems is traditionally ignored. Forsyth (1970: 303 ff), for 
example, gives one example of an actional -n/-t participle and then proceeds to 
discuss the status of the -n/-l participle of imperfective stems, ignoring, just as 
Poupynin 1999, that "npHnacxHa na -H, -m [of perfective stems] Moryx Bbicxynaxb 
B {{lyHKUHax pe3yjibxaxHBa H cxaxHsa [...], ehixodmifux ja zpaiiuifbi CB 
[coBcpmcHHoro Buaa. Emphasis mine - C.K.]" (KHa3eB 1997: 49). 

The beginning of this tradition can be dated quite precisely: "FIpoc}). M.H. He-
xepcoH B CBOHX paHHHx paGoxax no pyccKoK rpaMMaxHKC B H3ao>KeHHH caoBO-
H3MeHeHHa xaK H o6xoaHaca 5e3 yncHna o raaroae KaK OCO6OM rpaMMaxHHCc-
KOM Kaacce. [This pertains to 1929 and 1935 studies by Peterson - C.K.] JIHUIB B 
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CBOHX HOBbix "JIcKunax no coBpcMCHHOMy pyccKOMy anxepaxypnoMy a3biKy" 
(1941) OH BbiuysKaen 6bia npH3Haxb raaroa KaK Kaxeropmo "o6o3HaHaiomyio 
npnsnaK, Hpoxa>KeHHbiH BO BPCMCHH" (BunorpaaoB 1972: 39-40). The approach 
advocated by Vinogradov leads to an explosion of homonymic -n/-t forms, since 
all forms which have both stative/resultative and actional readings must be split 
up: the former are "nenpeaeabubie", the latter "npeaeabubie" (e.g. Byaannn 1985: 
199). Moreover, no attempt is made to explain the correlation between the sta
tive/resultative interpretation of -«/-/ participles and imperfective aspect, and be
tween the actional interpretation of the participles and perfective aspect. 

Further, as KnascB (1989: 38) observes, static situations to which Bulanin's 
term "cxaxaabHbin naccuB" applies, "([laKXHHecKH BbiBoaaxca 3a paMKH saaora". 
Another formulation of this approach to voice has it that actionality is a prerequi
site for voice (3aaor) (e.g. 3oaoxoBa H ap. 1998: 332). This conception of voice 
restricts the presumed category to the difference between nominative-accusative 
sentences and actional passive sentences and hence to actional type of verbal con
tent. The resulting "passive" is two forms in different aspects with, presumably, a 
single passive "meaning" (-sja I -nl-t) (although Zolotova et al. discuss the differ
ence!). Again, an explosion of homonyms accompanies that "category of voice" 
(e.g. HcancHKO 1960), viz. not only stative / resultative uses of the -ni-t participle, 
but also all the other uses of -sja verbs are homonyms of the (actional) "passive" 
interpretation (for -sja verbs see part IV). The tradition is, moreover, condemded 
to ignore the cases when the aspectual "cooxHocHxeabHOcxb", to use ByaanHu's 
(1985: 199) term, does not obtain (see section 3 below). 

2. Alternative 

The alternative to the tradition that established itself since ca. 1940 is to conclude 
from the data that the -n/-t participle has a passive meaning in the sense that those 
parts of the event (that gives rise to the state) which would give the subject entity 
an active role, are excluded from the referent: if the event is not initiated and per
formed by an entity other than the (subject) entity performed upon, these parts of 
what happens are excluded from the referent; the result is stative/resultative inter
pretation. If the event is initiated and performed by such an extemal entity, the 
same parts can be excluded optionally (i.e. both actional and resultative readings 
are possible), even if the initiation is intentional (i.e. done by an agent), as long as 
the meaning of the verb does not then contradict the passive meaning in the sense 
explained (see section 4 below). So it is the meaning of the verb and the number 
of entities over which parts of the verb's meaning is distributed which determines 
the boundaries of the interpretational possibilities. 

The difference between KHa3eB's (1989: 43) stative, (HenpoH3BoaHaa cxaxH-
HCCKaa CHxyauna) and resultative (HpoH3BoaHaa cxaxnnecKaa CHxyauna) is partly 
lexically determined (cf stative yGejKaen, yBcpen, oGasan etc.; but in some exam-
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pies an extemal stimulus initiates the state; the reading is then actional) and partly 
a matter of "knowledge of the world": 

(1) O XOM, HXO BcHcpa oKpyjKena axMoc(j)epoit, cxaao H3BecxH0 6 mona 1761 
roaa. (KnascB 1989: 139, HayKa H >KH3Hb) 

As far as the layman knows, the time defined by Venus being surrounded by an 
atmosphere is not opposed to a time when that state was absent; this reading is 
called stative. Compare: 

(2) 3x0 osepo 6bino OKpyoKeuo mnpoKoii aepesaHHOH raaepeeil aaa npory-
aoK, a BCK) ero aKBaxopnK) nepeccKaao MHÔ KCCXBO aepcBanHbix MOCXKOB. 

(KHa3eB 1989: 139-140, UlecjiHcp) 

Probably, there has been a time when the lake was not yet surrounded by a gal
lery, i.e. the time defined by the lake being surrounded by a gallery is opposed to a 
time when that state was absent; the boundary in between is the event leading to 
the state of being surrounded. This reading is called resultative. 

Both stative and resultative are "cooxnocHxeabUbi" with imperfective aspect, 
i.e. if in a corresponding nominative-accusative sentence a present tense form or -/ 
participle is used, it has imperfective aspect (BcHcpy OKpywaex axMoccJiepa, 
03epo 0Kpy>Kaaa raaepea). An actional reading, in contrast, corresponds to per
fective aspect in the -/ participle or present tense form: 

(3) Ceroana, 15.08.44 r., na paccsexe onepaxHBHO-BoitcKOBoit rpynnoir oxae-
aa K0Hxppa3BeaKH apMun 6bLi CKpbixno oKpyMceu xyxop 3aaecKH. (KHa3eB 
1989: 140, BoroMoaoB; cf oKpy^Knan) 

The actional reading is the idea that there has been a time when the act of sur
rounding the village was still absent: the event leading to the resulting state is not 
merely the boundary between the negation of that state and the state (as with 
resultative), but belongs, itself, to the time having a negation in an earlier time; the 
boundary between negation of the referent and the referent now is the initiation of 
the event (here intentionally). 

So I propose to analyze the various possibilities in terms of what belongs to the 
referent having a negation and what to the transition between the negation of the 
referent and the referent itself (For this type of analysis see e.g. Keijsper 1985: 
306-307; 1986: 306-308, 353-354; 1994: 200, 259 ff, but now I apply it to 
stretches of time.) In order to remain within the tolerance boundaries of the mean
ing of the -n/-t participle, a transition, if it is included in the referent, i.e. acquires, 
itself, a negation, must be an act performed by an entity other than the subject ref
erent: otherwise, the latter would be active in the time concemed. So the subject 
referent is only "passive" (perfonned upon): all active parts of what happens are 
performed by another entity (actional reading) or are excluded from the referent; 
the latter results in a stative/resultative reading. This characterization of the toler-
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ance boundaries of interpretational variation has the advantage that it accounts for 
otherwise problematic data and avoids the theoretically objectionable explosion of 
homonyms. 

3. CoOTHOCHXeabHOCTb 

First, cases where the "expected" aspectual cooxHOCHxeabHocxb does not obtain 
stop being problematic: a state opposed to an earlier state resembles imperfective 
aspect, and an event plus resulting state opposed to the negation of the combina
tion resembles perfective aspect, but neither is identical to aspect. The following 
cases are cmcial (a-d): 

a. Passive -n/-t sentences, even with (certain types of) agent specification, can 
have stative characteristics (KHa3eB 1989: 166-168), i.e. can correlate with imper
fective aspect: 

(4) Kaxaao)KHbie KapxoHKH Qunu 3anonHeHbi coGcxBennopyHHO MendeneeebiM 
(x.e. o6biHHO GbuiH 3anoaHeHbi MenaeaecBbiM, cf OGHHHO 3anoaHaa Men-
aeaecB). (KHa3eB 1989: 167, FpanHH) 

(5) HH acBOHKH B cnaabHH MaabHHKOB, HH MaabHHKH B "acBHOHCKne" cnaab-
HH He BxoaHaH. H HC xo Hxo6bi 3X0 6bino ocJ)HUHaabHO sanpeu^euo eocnu-
mamenHMU, a npocxo Bnyxpn aexaoMOBCKaa sxHKa ne aosBoaaaa xannx no-
ceiucHHH (x.e. B XO BpcMa (BCC eiue) 6biao 3anpeiueH0 BOCimxaxeaaMH, cf 
sanpeiuaaH BOcuHxaxean). (KnascB 1989: 167, LUe(j)Hep) 

Such cases clearly show that -n/-t participle and -sja verb are not expressions of 
the same meaning "passive" in different aspects (cf part IV). 

b. KHa3eB (1989: 155) compares sentences like the following with the o6iue-
(|)aKXHHecKoe 3HaHeHHe of the imperfective aspect: 

(6) Mbi B03BpaiuaaHCb c Kapaymefi ox JlnxapcBbix, rae BcxpenaaH HOBMH 
roa. [...] 51 6bin npuznatuen na Bcnep KaK OacHKHH nacxaBHUK. (KHa3eB 
1989: 155, KysbMHu) (i.e. pluperfect interpretation, cf section 5) 

c. A cyMMapnoe 3HaHeHHe of the -n/-t participle differs from that of the -/ partici
ple: 

(7) OH 6bin deaoicdbi cnnm c saHHMacMbix aoâ KHOcxen, deajKdbi ucmuo^eii H3 
napxHH. (KHa3eB 1989: 177) 

Compare: 

(8) *Ero deaoicdbi CHWIU C sauHMaeMbix aoaacHOCxeH, decoicdbi ucKniomuiu H3 

napxHH. 
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The latter is wrong because the result of the first series of acts has evidently been 
annihilated before the second series occurs; this normally requires imperfective 
aspect, of course. The -n/-t participle does not participate in that aspectual pheno
menon. 

d. Finally, the -n/-t participle of "emotive" verbs occurs in contexts where perfec
tive aspect would be chosen in the -/ participle (plus -sja, see section 4 below): 

(9) CaoBOM, BCC 6binu ozopuenbi, Koraa Bcpnyaca oxeu, noxoMy HXO BCC y>Ke 
HacxpoHaHCb Ha npa3aHHHHbiii aaa. (KHa3eB 1989: 111, KasepHH) 

(10) 51 pacxoxoxaaca H HanoMHua CMy, HXO 3X0 H3 He3a6BeHHoro "Fepoa 
Hamero BPCMCHH". OH 6bu CMyufen. (KHa3eB 1989: 111, TpHcJiOHOB) 

(11) BepnyBmncb >Ke Hepe3 HecKoabKo aex H3 noxoaa, coaaaxu 6binu nopaM.-e-
Hhi: naBCxpeny HM noBbiCKaKHBaan K̂CHBI C MaaoaexKaMH, KaK aae KanaH 
Boabi noxo5KHMH na HaasHpareaa. (OroncK 1997, 14) 

(12) HepBbiM - KaK cMy H noaoKCHO - yBuaea ee caM C. H3 OKna CBoefi KOMa-
pcBCKOH aaHH H 6bin cpcay nopajtcen: BO nepBbix, ee Kpacoxon, H BO-BXO-

pbix, HeaenocxbK) H apKocxbio ee oae>Kabi [...]. (HOBMH MHpl997, 6) 

The cause of the emotion is inferred from the context, which specifies the time 
when the emotion was present. 

At this point the issue of extemal initiation becomes important: the -n/-t parti
ciple of "emotive" verbs remains passive in the sense explained, the closest (per
fective) -/ plus -sja form is on the active side (a self-initiated reaction to a stimulus 
- a so-called reactive -sja verb). 

4. Five crucial types of distribution 

a. Self-initiated and self-performed acts have only stative/resultative -n/-l reading: 
if the event between absence and presence of-n/-t state were included into the ref
erent rather than being only the boundary between the negation of the referent and 
the referent, the subject entity would have an active role in that phase, which con
tradicts the meaning of the -n/-t participle: 

(13) 5lKo5bi yxemaa ee, a raa>Ky ee naeno [...] - BCC nawBCx, Mcnaexca, raa3a y 
Mcna 3aKpbimbi, a 3a5bia, rae a. (Knasee 1989: 113, POUIHH) 

(I probably closed my own eyes) 
(14) B MOMCHX Hanaaenna MHmeHKO 6bin odem B uiHHcab c noacBbiMH Manop-

CKHMH noroHaMH. (KnascB 1989: 91, BoroMoaoB) 
(Miscenko probably dressed himself) 

If another entity performs on parts of the body that are normally self-performed 
upon, actional readings become possible, of course: 
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(15) C 3XHM cxpannbiM xpo(J)eeM, aBHo nepaBHOueHHbiM HCKOMOMy xpyny a6pe-
Ka, npecaeaoBaxean B03BpaxHaHCb B Kenryp. B noanucHCKOM ynacxKC na-
aeu 6bin onyujen B 6yxbiaKy co cnnpxoM. (KHa3eB 1989: 114, HcKauaep) 

Here a finger has obtained a life of its own: it is without the body of which it 
originally was a part and is acted upon by another entity. An actional reading is 
therefore unproblematic. Perception as separate entities is sufficient: 

(16) B abipKy 6bina npocynyma oana nora, saxcM apyraa. HocHxeab nH)KaMbi 
noBcpnyaca ... (OFOHCK 1997, 32) 

Here an observer sees first one leg, then another, without already seeing them as 
parts of a single body. The legs and the body (the person performing the act) are 
constmed as separate entities, i.e. the legs are performed upon by an entity exter
nal to them, so an actional reading is fine. 

A possessive relationship involves two separate lifes and therefore does not ex
clude actional reading (cf IV.4.6): 

(17) Hexbipe BaaeuKa y HHX 6biaH He napnue, uepcMemanHbie: pe6axa aoaro n 
luyMHO BbiGupaan HX H3 Kynn apyFHX BaaenoK, cymnBrnnxca na HCHH. 

HaKOHCu BaacHKH 6binu u3eneHeHbi u odymbi. (KHa3eB 1989: 115, BeaoB) 

Two things in spatial contact which do not form a whole together (cf IV.2) also 
involve two separate lifes and therefore do not exclude actional reading (KHa3eB 
1989: 120): 

(18) 3aeKxpoaH3Hbie BanHbi [...] HanaaH, na 5eay, Bnesanno naanxb napa4)H-
HOM [...] BcKope Hapa(])HHOM 6binu noKpumu xeab(j)epbi, H aoporne 
noateMHbie MexannsMbi oann sa apyrHM cxaan Bbixoauxb H3 cxpoa. (Kna-
3eBl989: 121, JIHX. ra3.) 

b. KuaseB (1989: 67-68) regards Baio6aeH, pacxepan and some others as "COOXHO-

CHiuHCca" with BaioGnxbca, pacxepaxbca (i.e. reflexive verbs), and relates 
ocaa6aeH in PeGenoK ocaa5aeH to ocaaGexb (i.e. to an intransitive verb). Just as 
with the "emotive" verbs already mentioned (3.d), the resultative reading of the 
-n/-t participle, 1 would say, is excluding from the -n/-t referent the transition 
which is /wcluded in that referent in the corresponding reflexive or intransitive 
verbs; the transition between the time when a state was absent and the time when 
it is there cannot be included since the subject entity would have an active role in 
it (as -sja verbs or intransitive verbs show). 

Note that excluding part of what happens from a referent differs from valence 
reduction: the excluded part does not disappear. Thus, in contrast to -sja verbs, the 
standard Russian -n/-t participle has no appropriate referents in the area of detran-
sitive acts. YBeaHHCH, for example, retains the active valence which is lost in yBC-
aHHHXbca as compared with yBcaHHHXb, i.e. yBeaHHCH does not mean "has be-
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come larger" but "has been made larger". Resultative interpretation involves, then, 
another operation than valence reduction (excluding, not removing, a part). The 
same applies to the autocausative ("self-initiated") interpretation of defransitive 
acts: in yaaanxbca a valence of yaaanxb is lost, but yaaaen retains it, i.e. it does 
not mean "has gone away" but "has been removed". 

c. The presence of an extemal agent in an event does not force us to choose an 
actional -n/-t reading: the presence of a constant, perceivable and specific result, 
of permission or prohibition (KHa3eB 1989: 127-131) is more likely relevantly dif
ferent from a time when this result was absent than from a time when the act of 
bringing it about was absent. Stative/resultative interpretation is possible if the 
subject-referent of the -n/-t participle undoubtedly has a passive role in that omit
ted act (cf d below). For example, 

(19) Cxpannaa xo 6biaa KOMuaxa: oneub aauHHaa H onenb y3Kaa, npaMO B KO-
pnaop. Cxeiibi ee noKpauieiibi obinu xcMHO-KOpHHueBOH KpacKOH. (KHa3eB 
1989: 127, me4)Hep) 

Somebody at some time has painted the room, of course, but that act need not be 
included in the referent: resultative reading is possible. 

d. A whole series of verbs allow only actional reading of their -n/-t participle 
(KHa3eB: 1989: 123-127), viz. verbs implying that at the time when the resulting 
state was still absent the subject referent of the -n/-t participle did not exist, still 
existed, was in another place or phase. If no extemal entity were involved in be
tween, the change to another state would imply an active subject referent: chang
ing, coming into being, moving etc., which falls outside the tolerance boundaries 
of the meaning of the -n/-l participle. In that case (in contrast to c, where this 
threat is absent), the act of the external entity must be included in the referent (it 
cannot be irrelevant). For example, 

(20) LLIanKa obina npuneceiia H3-3a Kyanc Mara3HHa, 3aBepHyxaa B ra3exy, 
Hxo5bi HC pa3apa>Kaxb onepeab. (KHa3eB 1989: 124, TpHCJJOHOB) 

e. Finally, some types of Aktionsart, viz. those with corresponding aterminative 
imperfectives (delimitative no-, most perdurative npo- etc.), do not fomi -n/-t par
ticiples at all (KHa3eB 1989: 79-80), according to KHa3eB (1997: 49) because they 
"o6o3HaHaK)x aeficxBHa, ne ocxaBjiaromne nocae CBoero coBepuiCHna (J)HKCHpo-
Bannoio pe3yabxaxa"; this explanation does not seem to apply to cases like BBI-
cnaxbca and naecxbca, where only the aterminative character of the act leading to 
the result can be mentioned (KHa3eB 1989: 79). They bring us to the conclusion 
that Stender-Petersen correctly called attention to a time when aspect in the pre
sent sense of the word did not yet exist. 
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5. A note on taxis / time 

MacaoB (1983: 43, 51) said that nncbMO nanHcano (and corresponding forms in 
other Slavic languages) is more normal in stative reading (cxaxaabHbiH, OG^CKX-

H0-pe3yabxaxHBHbiH nep(j)eKx) than in actional reading (aKUHonaabUbiH nepcjjeKx 
naccHBa), and that nncbMO Sbiao nanHcano has actional-passive reading unless 
the context forces on us a stative pluperfect reading (cxaxaabHbiH naiocKBaMnep-
4)eKx, npexepnx pe3yabxaxHBa). In KnascB's 1989 terms, however, the absence or 
presence of 6bia (6biaa, -o, -H) has no relation to the difference between sta
tive/resultative and actional readings. For example: 

(21) - A HHCXO BocHHbie nocaeacxBHa 3xoro MeponpnaxHa BM npoayMaan, BBI 
Hx ce6e npeacxasaaexe? - Bnoane! Boace XOFO, Bonpoc coznacoean c Fe-
nepajibHbiM mxa6oM. (KHHSCB 1989: 138, BoroMoaoB) 
(i.e. actional without 6bia (-a, -o, -H): "has been agreed upon with") 

(22) Ho cpeaHCBeKOBoe npaBO ne o6pa30BbiBaao cxpoitnoir 3aK0HHeHH0H CH-
cxeMbi, Bce HacxH Koxopoti coznacoeaHbi. (KnascB 1989: 139, FypcBHH) 
(i.e. a so-called relational stative: "all parts correlate, fit") 

(23) CpeaHCBCKOBoe npaBo HC 6bLio BnyxpeuHe cozjiacoeano H aaao noBoa aaa 
pa3Hbix xoaKOBauHH H xa>K6. (KHa3eB 1989: 139, FypcBHH) 
(i.e. resultative with 6bia (-a, -o, -H): "was not internally consistent") 

See also examples (l)-(3) cited in 2 (oKpy5KeH). The difference described by 
Knjazev does not coincide with the difference between warden ("to become") and 
zijn ("to be") in Dutch, for example. Thus, OKpyjKcn and 6bia OKpŷ Kcn in sta
tive/resultative and actional reading require lexically different franslations: omrin-
gen ("to be all around") and omsingelen ("to go around on every side"). The same 
holds true for coraacoBan in (21)-(23). 

Byaex, too, occurs with both stative/resultative and actional: 

(24) HHKaKoii HCXOPHHCCKOH H apxHxcKxypHOH UCHHOCXH HH 3xa yanua, HH 3XH 

aBopbi HC HMCiox. [...] Ho He 3Haio, 6ydym nn Hepe3 cxo aex 3XH CXCHU ua-
cxoabKO >Ke npozpembi xenaoM H aioGoBbio. (KnascB 1989: 144, BHXOB) 

(stative/resultative: "will they be in the state of being warmed up") 
(25) Xoxax npoaoa>Kaxb paGoxaxb B cxpanax, rae Oydym npedocmaeneitbi BO3-

M05KH0CXH. (OxOHCK 1997, 40) 
(actional: "there will be acts of providing possibilities") 

TpySHHCKHH (1984: 78) reports that the -n/-t participle with 6bia (-a, -o, -H) has a 
"pluperfective" (or preterit resultative) taxis relation, unless the context contains a 
word like 6bicxpo, which evokes an aoristic reading. He implies that pluperfective 
reading of the -/ participle is rare. KHa3eB (1989: 94-95) is not entirely clear on 
this point; elsewhere (1989: 168-173) he equals the difference between the taxis 
relations of actional -n/-t participles and those of stative -n/-t participles with the 
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difference between the taxis relations of perfective aspect (probably -/ participle, 
i.e. without refering to a difference in pluperfect readings) and those of imperfec
tive aspect referring to static situations. He remarks that stative/resultative -n/-i 
participles refer to states simultaneous with surrounding aterminative acts (in pre
sent or past); the boundary between absence and presence of such a state then, of 
course, precedes, so that a resemblance with pluperfect arises in the past tense. 
But a real pluperfective reading he resfricts to actional cases (1989: 180). Further 
(KHa3eB 1989: 215), "nocaeaoBaxeabHocxb COGMXHH" (an aoristic reading of 6bia 
(-a, -o, -H) plus -n/-t participle) is excluded in the so-called possessive perfect, plu
perfect being the normal case there (i.e. "coSbixna npeamecxByiomHC OCHOBHOH 

aHHHH HOBccxBOBanHa"): 

(26) C FoaaMH BbipHcoBbiBajiHCb npcHMymecxBa ue XOJILKO 3xoro npncMa, HO H 

MHOFHx apyFHX MCxoaoB cpo paGoxbi. KaK Oyaxo Bce y nezo 6bino paccnu-
mano u 3adyMaHo Ha aecaxnaexna Bnepea. (KHa3eB 1989: 215, FpanHu) 

It can be added that in actional -n/-t participles pluperfect interpretation probably 
requires a linear-intonational hierarchy in which the event with respect to which 
the -n/-l event is in the past is in another intonation phrase, for example: 

(27) Ho Heab3a ne nopa3HXbca HcnoHHMaHHio xoii ncHaabHOti HCXHHM, HXO 

noaaKH BOCcxanoBHJin 3aH0Bo xo, HXO 6bno pa3pyuieHo (j)aujHCxaMH. (Ho-
BbiitMHp 1997, 1,246) 

(28) Ha co3aaHHe KHH03iioneH o "TuxannKe" JX- KaMcpoHa BaoxHosna npo-
CMOxp cnaxoFO B 1991 roay [..] ([mabMa o 3axoHyBmeM Koaocce. CteMKu 
[...] 6buiu npouseedeHbi c poccHticKHx FayGoKOBoaubix oGnxacMbix anapa-
xoB [...] H y«e xoraa nopa>KajiH [...] aMcpHKancKHx peacHCcepoB. (OFOHCK 

1998,8) 

KHa3eB"s (1989: 94) examples illustrate the role of word order in the choice of 
taxis interpretation (with implied last pitch accent at the end of the sentence): 

(29) Koraa a npumea, HCCHH 6biaH cnexbi 
(30) Koraa a npHmea, 5biaH cnexbi HCCHH 

In (29), a pluperfect as well as an aoristic reading is possible: the songs are se
lected from the realm of referents existing when I arrived, i.e. they were already 
present; the fact that they were / had been sung is intonationally introduced, i.e. 
into the actual "now" of the arriving "1". The intonational introduction of the 
songs in (30) can also be interpreted to express the vantage point of the "I", so that 
an aoristic taxis relation is here most obvious: the songs appeared when I arrived. 

Apart from aoristic and pluperfect interpretations, 6bia (-a, -o, -H) plus -n/-t 
participle sometimes has a "perfect" reading; this fact is not mentioned in the lit
erature (as far as I know). The combination occurs in the beginning of a piece of 
news: 
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HoabCKaa aKxpnca Mapxa KayGosHH 6buia npuznawena na raaBHyio poab 
B poccHHCKOM (JiHabMc HO poMauy HoaHHbi XMcacBCKOH "Hxo CKasaa no-
KOHHHK", [...]. (OFOHCK 1998, 17) 
(i.e. "has now been invited", not: "was in the past invited" or "had been in
vited") 
C nepepesaHHbiM ropaoM H 6e3 Maaefimnx npH3HaK0B JKHSHH 6bui Hauden 
na CBoeir 4)epMe B mxaxe MuHHran npocaaBaeuHUH Mncxep HHKKCH. (O-

FOHCK 1997,27) 
(i.e. "has now been found" not: "was in the past found" or "had been 
found") 

The presence of the copula signals, I think, that the state which now obtains is 
introduced with respect to some earlier point not mentioned (e.g. "this happened 
since the previous news bulletin"), so that the sentences concemed function as 
update. Absence of copula would signal that the "now" is already there, needs no 
introduction (is not negatable). This opposition between absence and presence of 
copula can be compared to cases like the following: 

(33) BMCCXO Mcna fmn apecmoeau u omnyufen ruMnasHcx K. (KHa3eB 1989: 
149, KaaepHH) 

In (33), no "new point" is introduced for omnyufeu, so that the two acts, of arrest
ing and releasing, are closely connected, viz. both are applied to K. rather than to 
"me". Possibly, (31) and (32) illustrate what KHa3eB (2002: 86) now calls "H3 
caMOCxoaxeabHOFo cooGiuenna o HOBOCXH OHO [BbicKasbiBanHc] npeo5pa3yexca B 

HesaKOHHeHHbiH (JipaFMCHx 6oaee mnpoKOFo onncanHe"; altematively, as indi
cated above, a time specification ("since the last news bulletin") allowing sen
tences both with and without copula (cf KHa3eB 2002: 89) is presupposed. 

Finally, it can be mentioned (see also KHa3eB 2002: 92) that modem Russian 
taxis possibilities differ from those in the 18* and beginning of 19* cenhary (Ky3-
HCUOB 1950): the -n/-t participle without copula was used, among others, with an 
aoristic reading, in the same way as the -/ participle nowadays, for example (cited 
from Lomonosov): 

(34) Ox ocxpoBa Lien Goabme xpnauaxH xbicanb maroB BapyF co MHOFHMH 

aioabMH noanouiCHbi MopcM. (KysueuoB 1950: 163) 

According to Ky3HeuoB (1950: 161 ff), that usage was not the natural develop
ment from Old Russian onwards but an intermption of that development under 
influence of contact with Ukrainian or Latin (the Lomonosov example is a transla
tion of a Latin perfect form). Examples can also be found in popular literature, e.g. 

(35) BoraxbipKa npoGyanaacb, rneB ee onncaxb ne MOJKHO. Oua cxapaaacb ne-
pepBaxb BcpcBKH, HO Aaema noMoraa OHHMH pyKaMH. Ona Kaaaa, pyraaa 
aep3K0F0, HO npuHyjicdeua npHSuaxbca noGeHcaeuHOio. [Haxaa HFpaa ee 
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npeaecxbMH, CMcaaca ee KaaxBaM, sanpemaa eit CBasbiaaxb pyKH pyccKHM 
xbicamcHM H, B3aB ee opy>KHe H aocnexH, yexaa na ee KOHC.] (B. JlcBmnn 
cited from CxapnnHbie AHKOBHUKH 1991: 78, which is based on a 1780 edi
tion of JlCBmHU's PyCCKHC CKa3KH) 

After KnascB 1989, study of the historical development of the meaning of the -n/-t 
participle must be the next step. A publication like Cxpeabuosa (1978) illustrates 
that the issue is discussed very vaguely, as if it were a taboo (cf section 1 above). 
But the fact that in aeaoBaa nHCbMeHHOCxb, for example, the percentage of imper
fective nucaub, -a decreased from 81% in the 15* century, via 75% in the 16* 
century, to 30% in the 17* century (Ky3bMHHa & HCMHCHKO 1982: 384) tells us 
that it should not be a taboo. 

IV. A NOTE ON -SJA VERBS 

1. "Passive" interpretation 

1.1. It appears from Gerritsen's publications that the functioning of -sja verbs is 
based on a principle similar to that in the -n/-l participle (see part III), but now on 
the "active reflexive" side: the referent of a -sja verb can be enlarged if the subject 
referent threatens to have only a passive role. The most important illustration of 
this guiding principle was discussed in Gerritsen (1988). The author explains how 
the so-called "passive" interpretation of-sja verbs, even with a specification of an 
agent in the instmmental case, retains an active hierarchy in the following sense: 
the subject entity has the property that it is (or can be) acted upon (by an agent) 
every now and then, and it has this property also when actual performance is ab
sent. The part played by the subject entity therefore involves the largest stretch of 
time: the whole including periods of actual performance, if any, as well as other 
periods. Therefore, if the entire act is to be removed, removal of the part played by 
the subject entity suffices, just as in prototypical active sentences (if the subject 
entity does not act - by existing, to begin with -, there is no action and no acted 
upon). Since this (quasi-) passive reading of-sja verbs implies repeatability of the 
individual act, only Imperfective -sja verbs can have this interpretation (if their 
lexical meaning allows it). 

1.2. Note that an additional time level is also involved in so-called potential active 
cases like 

(1) Co6aKa Kycaexca, Kpannsa )K>Kexca 

Just as "passive" -sja readings, verbs like those in (1) cannot refer to a proces in 
the actual presem, now because in every individual occurrence a patient is present. 
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2. Faaroau noanoro oxsara 

2.1. A case not discussed by Gerritsen but also cmcial to the boundaries of the 
active hierarchy concems verbs called "raaFoabi noanoFo oxBaxa" (HaayncBa & 
Po3HHa 1993). These verbs have been discussed in connection with the multiple 
readings of thefr nominative-accusative versions (different for different subtypes): 

(2) Cxopo>K Hanoauaex Gaccenn BoaoB (aeficxBHe) 
(3) Boaa nocxencHHO Hanoanaex GBCCCHH (npouecc) 
(4) Boaa nanoanaex Gacceitn ao KpaeB (cocxoaHHc) 

(HaayneBa & Po3HHa 1993: 8) 

The -sja conversions of these verbs do not have a stative reading (Paillard 1979: 
99; but see section 2.2 below): 

(5) BacccHH Hanoanaexca BoaoH 

is a converse to (2) and (3), but not to (4). Instead, an -n/-t participle, having a sta
tive/resultative interpretation (in KHa3eB's 1989 terms), must be used if one 
wishes to refer to a state without choosing a nominative-accusative sentence 
(HaFHua 1990: 40-54). 

This restriction of -sja converses retains an active hierarchy by including into 
the part of the act performed by the subject entity the transition between zero-
amoimt of being full and full amount: in (5) it is the water which performs the fill
ing, but the pool's part involves a zero-amount of being affected by the filling as 
well and is therefore largest: its negation removes the whole act. A stative reading 
would desttoy this principle: it lacks the essential zero-amount of affectedness and 
therefore makes the filling part all-comprising, leaving for the subject referent 
only a passive role. 

The "raaFoabi noanoFo oxBaxa" share the aspectual restriction of the pseudo-
"passive" reading of-sja (see 1) only in the actional case: (5) as a converse of (2); 
in their "processual" application they do not involve an agent (a participant wish
ing, initiating and performing the act), so that perfective aspect is no problem, e.g. 

(6) BacccHH HanoauHaca Boaofi. 

2.2. Kok (1996) collected more than a thousand examples of 43 (aspectual pairs 
of) representative verbs of the group "raaroabi noanoro oxBaxa" (plus yKpamaxb / 
yKpacHXb). The collection makes it possible to add the observation that a "stative" 
-sja converse of verbs "noanoro oxsaxa" is possible if the verb expresses a spatial 
connection between parts of a single entity (sharing a single life when the connec
tion specified by the verb obtains; cf Keijsper 1994: 276 ff): a spatial part-whole 
relationship between the referents of the noun phrase in the instmmental case and 
that in the nominative, respectively, suffices to retain an active hierarchy (because 
now the negation of the spatial whole negates all parts, just as the temporal whole 
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must do if two independent entities are involved). In Kok's 1996 collection this 
group includes 3aBepmaxbca, BCHHaxbca, 3aKaHHHBaxbca, coeannaxbca (see for 
the latter FaBpnaoBa 1973): 

(7) C sanaaa na BOCXOK ero (saa) nepeccKaex ocb HcGoabuiOH aH(J)Haaabi H3 
xpex noMCiucHHit - caMOFO 3aaa H aByx FOCXHHMX. Oana H3 HHX 3aeepuia-
emcH spKcpoM, BbicxynaioiuHM B cxopony caaa. (Kok 1996: 78, HKOHHH-
KOB 1990) 

(8) B COOXBCXCBHH C KaHOHOM KOaOHHbl UCpBOFO apyCa HMCIOX npOHOpUHH 
xocKaHCKHX, BxopoFO - HOKHHCCKHX, rpexbcro - aopHHccKHX, a aaa HCX-
Bepxoro apyca, oxBcnaiomeFO pacnaayGKaM CBoaa, HcnoabsOBanbi nuaac-
xpbi-FcpMbi; oanaKO Bce OHH eennaiomcfi KopuHcJicKHMH KanHxeaaMH. (Kok 
1996:78, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(9) Faaepea 3aKaHuueaiacb Goabmoii aBcpbio, Beaymen ua xopu aBOpuoBOH 
uepKBH. (Kok 1996: 79, 3a>KypHao H ap. 1989) 

Kok reports that informants disagree about the acceptability of a stative (rather 
than actional) reading of examples with nepcKpbiBaxbca and npnKpbiBaxbca: 

(10) VraoBbie npocxpancxBa nepcKpueamcb UHaHnapHHCCKHMH, KPCCXOBBIMH 
HaH KynoabHbiMH CBoaaMH, yKpeiuiaiomnMH noaKynoabnue cxoa5bi B 
aHaronaabHOM nanpaBaeHHH. (Kok 1996: 77, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(11) Ba>KHO oxMCXHXb, HXO BHanwaa HHCxoxa H acuocxb npncMa no3aKOMap-
Hoio 3aBepmeHHa HC 5biaa npaMbiM Bbipa)KeHHeM KOHCipyKunn - BCC yr-
aoBbie ancHKH luiaHa nepeupbieaiucb unaHHapHHecKHMH CBoaaMH, a noxo
My He Mcnee nexbipex 3aK0Map (no oaHon na Ka>KaoM yiJiy) Gbian acKopa-
XHBHbiMH. (Kok 1996: 77, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(12) 3axo BHH3y, y HuKoaaa BacnabCBHHa, 5bia noanbiii OcciiopaaoK.... Hoaae 
xa»<eaoFO 6yaa cxoajia oxKnanaa KymexKa ox FaMGca, BUCOKHH FOXUHCC-
KHH KaMHH npilKpbieaiCR UIHpMaMH C KapXHHaMH 4)06aa30BCKHX npaBOB, 
na cxoaax nacxo yrpo 3acxaBaao [? - C.K.] ocxaxKH yjKHua, na aHsane 
Mo>KHO Sbiao nanxH nnoraa >KeHCKyK) iiepnaxKy, 6OXHHKH, B yGopnoH ero 
- ueabifi Mara3HH KOCMCXHHCCKHX CHaaoGbCB. (Kok 1996: 78, FoHnapoB) 

(13) HocabimaaHCb xoponauBbie uiaFH, H B KOMnaxy Bomaa acBymKa aex mecx-
naauaxH, B npocxoM CHXUCBOM naaxbc n B 5eaoM naaxoHKC. Moa nocyay H 
HaaHBaa naS, ona cxoaaa KO MHC CHHHOII, H a 3aMexHa xoabKO, HXO ona 5bi-
aa xoHKa B xaaHH, 6oca n HXO MaaeubKHC Foabie naxKH npuKphieaiucb HH3-
Ko onyiueuHbiMH nanxaaoHaMH. (Kok 1996: 78, HCXOB) 

If the examples have only an actional reading they fall under the normal pseudo-
passive heading (see 1). Two examples with OKaMaaxbca found by me can be 
added: 
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(14) 3xox UHKa oKaiLwifiemcH (jipasofi, HMCioiueii aaanxepauHOHnyK) cxpyK-
xypy xnna G-G-H-H, npHHCM Bnyxpn aanHoit rpynnw KOMGnnauHH ne 
HOBxopaioxca. (YcneHCKHH 1996: 285) 

(15) MowHO cHHxaxb, HXO na 3XOM saKannnBaexca ynopaaoncHnaa B aaanxepa-
UHOHHOM oxHomcHHH Hacxb cxHxoxBopcHHa, Koxopaa oKaiauiHemcH, xa
KHM o5pa30M, cxpyKxypnoii nocaeaoBaxeabHocxb G-G-H-H, X.K. cxpoKa 19 
Boo6ute He coaepacHX HHxepecyioiuHX nac 3ByK0B [...]. (ycncHCKHH 1996: 
286) 

2.3. Interestingly, nominative-accusative sentences with stative reading also in
clude occurrences of 3aBepmaxb, npnKpbiBaxb, coeannaxb, Bcnnaxb, OKanMaaxb. 
And among the examples of (stative/resultative) -n/-t participles we also find 
3aBepmeH, yBCHHaH, nepcKpbix, OKaiiMaeH: 

(16) /IcKopauHa, nopa>Kaiomaa H3o5pexaxeabHO pasBHXbiM pa3HOo6pa3HeM, 
naoxHO Hacbiiuaex (Jiacaau. 3aeepuiaiom KOMHOSHUHIO (jinrypHbie raaBbi. 
(Kok1996: 67, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(17) KpynHbiH opaMoft HOC CFO noKpacnea HCMHOFO, KypnaBaa CBexaaa 5opoa-
Ka H HeGoabmne ycbi npuKpueaiu pox, OKaxbiH B CKopGnyio FpnMacy. 
(Kok 1996: 73, A. Toacxoii) 

(18) Bo3Mo>KHO, noascMHbie xaaepcH coeduufuiu n ocxaabHbie 3aaHHa Bnyxpn 
cxapoay6cKOFO KpcMaa. (Kok 1996: 73, MexeabCKHH 1974) 

(19) DpHnoaHaxbie CBoaw pyKaaoB Kpecxa een^an eaHHCXBCHUbiH Kynoa, noa-
HcpKHBaa Kpecxnaxocxb cxpyKxypu. (Kok 1996: 73, HKOHHHKO 1990) 

(20) B FpoGy [...] aoKaaa, Gyaxo cnaaa, Kpacnsaa jKeniuHna c noa^caxbiMH Fy-
6aMH; Boaocbi ee, pbi>KeBaxbie, soaoxHBmueca, OKamvifviu CUOKOHHOC 
Hy)Koe anuo. (Kok 1996: 70, HpncxaBKHn) 

(21) Ocb ee noanepKHyxa He xoabKO noaoKenneM npoesaa, no n cxyncHHaxbiM 
napacxaHHCM oGtCMa, Koxopoe saeepuieno B3aexoM BOCbMHFpannoit apyc-
Hoit 6amHH c maxpoM, yBeHwannbiM FOcyaapcxBcnnbiM Fep5oM. (Kok 
1996:80, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(22) Ha CBoa onnpaexca a>KypHaa sBonuHua, yseHHanHaa FaaBoii, na BOCBMH-
rpauHOM GapaGane. FaaBaMH yeennaHbi H noayKpyrabie oGtCMbi. (Kok 
1996: 80, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(23) Bce naaaxbi HMCIOX no xpn OKna, oGpaiueuHbie na K)F, H nepeKpbimbi COM-
KHyxbiMH CBoaaMH c pacnaiiy6KaMH. (Kok 1996: 80, HKOHHHKOB 1990) 

(24) BHH3y peKa, H3FH6aacb Foay6oii aenxoH, xanexca c ccBcpa na IOF, XO OXXO-
aa ox BbicoKOFO 6epeFa B cxenb, xo npH6aH>Kaacb n npoxcKaa noa caMon 
KpyncK). Ona oKauMneua KycxaMH ao3HaKa, Koe-rae COCHOK), a OKoao FO-
poaa BbiFonaMH H caaaMH. (Kok 1996: 90, Fapmnn) 

So we can conclude that these verbs allow viewing the participants both as parts 
of a single whole and as separate entities. Thus, for example, sentence (7) con-
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stmes the veranda as a part of a room, whereas the figures in (16) make the com
position perfect. The verb therefore groups with, e.g., saKanaHBaxbca in the for
mer case (see (9)) and with, e.g., yKpauiaxb in the latter: 

(25) CxcHbi cxoaoBOH yKpauiamm cxapHHUbie KapxHHbi paGoxbi HCHSBCcxubix 
FoaaanacKHx xyaô KHHKOB. (Kok 1996: 75, JI.FI. THXOHOB 1989) 

Apart from (24), possibly, the -n/-t examples contain verbs of the type mentioned 
in III.4.C: somebody has brought about the state described, but that action is ex
cluded from the referent as irrelevant. 

As the examples illustrate, the difference between active and passive hierarchy 
is small here, and the question arises why they exist both. In V.3 some observa
tions on that issue can be found. 

3. Valence reduction 

3.1. In contrast to what Israeli's (1997) recent slogan "middle" suggests, the so-
called passive interpretation of-sja verbs (see section 1) retains the valences of the 
verb present in the corresponding nominative-accusative sentence, although it 
makes the specification of the agent (in the instmmental case) optional. If valence 
is reduced with respect to the nominative-accusative version we are dealing with a 
so-called detransitive interpretation, e.g. yBeauHuxbca as compared to yBcannnxb 
(cf III.4). Here, no aspect restriction obtains, of course, not even if a cause of 
what happens is mentioned in a prepositional phrase: 

(26) PyccKaa nayKa o6oraxHaacb Gaaroaapa JloMOHOCOBy 
(27) *PyccKaa uayKa oGoraxnaacb JIOMOHOCOBBIM 

(HaiHHa 1990: 136-139) 

Although in (26) a cause is specified, the verb itself does not provide a syntactic 
valence for it (as imperfective o6oraiuaxbca can do), i.e. with respect to o5o-
raxHXb the verb's referent is reduced to the transition between a state before and a 
state after a process of becoming richer, viz. without "making rich". This is yet 
another way to retain an active hierarchy. The same holds tme for other types of 
detransitive cases with decausative interpretation, e.g. 

(28) HmcHHua Kanaaacb noa ayHOBenneM BexepKa. (Gerritsen 1990: 51) 

The difference between participants implied in the hierarchy encoded in the verb, 
and other entities involved, can also be seen in e.g. 

(29) KHH™ B03BpaiuaK)xca aBxopy 
(30) KHHFH B03Bpamaioxca K asxopy 

(KopoacB 1969b: 126) 

The former has a "passive" reading because the verb must at least have two va
lences if it is to have three ones. The latter can be detransitive (with a possible 
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autocausative interpretation - "to go back"): the referent of K aBxopy is not im
plied in the hierarchy encoded in the verb. 

The detransitivation called demotion (of direct object to prepositional phrase) 
is among the issues discussed in Kopoaea (1968). 

3.2. In confrast to the group discussed in section 2 above, stativity, too, is no prob
lem in detransitive -sja verbs, e.g. 

(31) XacB aep>KaaH nexbipe aySoBbix cxoa6a 
(32) XacB aep>Kaaca ua nexbipex aySoBbix cxoa6ax (N. Gogol') 

(XpaKOBCKHH 1991: 180) places (32) - a so-called static defransitive - in the con
text of examples such as those discussed in section 2 above, and in so doing 
misses an important point.) 

3.3. "Valence reduction" in -sja verbs does not equal infransitivation, viz. the 
number of noun phrases whose expression is required: Kpŷ KHXb, for example, can 
be used without a direct object; yet, KpyacHXbca also exists; .HHKO-TpnnHUKaa 
(1962: 231 -240) provides a list of verbs exhibiting such split infransitivity. E.g. 

(33) Kpy>KHXb CBOK) aaMy B saabce 
(34) CaMoaex KpyacHx naa ropoaoM 
(35) HaacxHHKa Kpy>KHxca 

Intransitive Kpŷ KHXb (34) means "to produce rounds, with the aim to do so", just 
as the transitive use (33), but now without an entity other than the subject entity 
performing the rounds; Kpy>KHXbCfl (35) means "(aimlessly) turning around"; it is 
detransitive with respect to transitive Kpy)KHXb. 

Pairs such as Myxuexb and Myxnnxbca (intransitive and detransitive) are dis
cussed in PasyMHHKOBa (1977); for pairs such as 6eaexb and Seaexbca (both in
transitive) see HaxHHa (1990: 157-173). Valence reduction is another operation 
than excluding part of what happens from a referent (see 111.4.b). 

4. Remaining area 

4.1. The remaining area covered by -sja verbs has sufficiently been described in 
the literature. It contains no threat to active hierarchy: the so-called oxcyGieicxHbie 
reflexive verbs concem acts where the subject entity, besides being acted upon, is 
also the acting entity (and also one of the acting entities in reciprocal cases). As a 
reminder, I shortly list the main remaining issues. 

4.2. The addition of intended initiation to a movement (dettansitive -sja verb) 
gives a so-called autocausative interpretation (self-initiated act), e.g. yaaanxbca, 
6pocHXbca (B Boay). The phases of autocausative acts are consecutive, in conttast 
to the valences in reflexive interpretations. The difference between autocausative 
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and reflexive acts shows up in the corresponding -n/-t forms (see 111.4.a and b). 
Loan verbs conform to the existing pattem: 

(36) OHH paaaaBaan Kpeanxbi, OKasbiBaan sKOHOMnnecKyp noMomb, cxapaancb 
ducmamtupoeambCH ox npaMoro BMcmaxeabCXBa BO BHyxpennioK) noanxn-
Ky, x.e. pa6oxaaH KOCBCHMbiMH HHCxpyMcnxaMH. (OFOHCK 2002, 17) 

4.3. The ca. 15 reciprocal -sja verbs in modem Russian (HeaaaKOB 1991: 280) 
differ from combinations with apyr apyFa in the fact that both entities involved, 
actor and patient, are simultaneously acting and acted upon. 

4.4. The -sja verbs called reactive (BoanoBaxbca, cepanxbca etc.) contain no prob
lem of hierarchy: in contrast to the -n/-t participle of the same type of verbs 
(III.3.d), the -sja verbs refer to self-initiated reactions to sources of emotion and 
have, therefore, active hierarchy. 

4.5. "Real" reflexives (oacBaxbca, 6pHXbca etc.), partitive reflexives (o5aoKoxHXb-
CH, nonecaxbca etc.), and possessive reflexives (ny6aHK0Baxbca, 3acxerHyxbca 
etc., see section 4.6) evidently have an active hierarchy. 

5lHK0-TpHHHUKaa (1962: 174-182) includes into the "raaroabi BKaroneHHoro 
oObCKxa" verbs whose nominative-accusative version can have both an animate 
and an inanimate object: 

(37) Cecxpa npuHecbiBaex MaabHHKa 
(38) Cecxpa npHnecbiBaex Boaocbi 

In addition, she places oacBaxbca (cf naacBaxbca) and Kynaxbca (cf ? Kynaxb 
HXO) in this group. Other verbs require sehja for a reflexive interpretation: the -sja 
form has "passive" or detransitive interpretation (5lHK0-TpHHHUKaa 1962: 182-
188). This formulation of an old issue (Margulies 1924 already discussed it) is still 
insufficient: aoiiycKaxb, for example, also can have both an animate and an in
animate object; yet, its -sja form has no reflexive interpretation. It must be added, 
I think, that the possibility of a reflexive interpretation requires a relation such as 
in iipHHccbiBaxbca: "iipuHecbiBaxb ce6e Boaocbi". For example, in (39) sebja is 
used: 

(39) CaM Bbipaanaca B mxaxoBCKHii KaMy4)aa>KHbiir npuKHa c noipacHbiMH 3M-
6aeMaMH HeH3BecxHoro seaHiia (naKanyHC npHBCS H3-3a OKcaHa, Kyaa 
cnoHcupoeai ce6H aaa 3HaK0MCXBa c (j)jiopHacKHMH napKaMn). (OroucK 
1997, 12) 

The -sja form would have a "passive" interpretation: although the meaning of (39) 
can be paraphrased as "aaxb ce6e aeHbrn", for a reflexive interpretation of the -sja 
verb to be possible it should be "*cnoHCHpoBaxb ce6e acHbiH", and aeubrn 
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should be a part of the subject entity or, at the utmost, a possessed entity of a spe
cific type. 

In other words, verbs can inherently be other-directed; given such a meaning 
sebja must be used if one aims at a "reflexive" interpretation, because sebja re
tains the other-directedness of the nonreflexive nominative-accusative version and 
then identifies the object referent with that of the subject (Gerritsen 1986); -sja 
versions of such verbs have detransitive or "passive" interpretations. See 51HKO-

TpHHHUKaa (1962), KDanHa (1969: 138) for lists. 

4.6. The possibilities in the "possessive reflexive" group (ny6aHK0Baxbca, 3acxer-
nyxbca etc.) are discussed by KpexoB (1978): not any type of possessed object can 
be the acted upon within the boundaries of the -sja area: a possessive relationship 
in principle involves two entities (two lifes), so acting upon a second entity is not 
in general a reflexive act; but to a limited extent -sja allows it. The active hierar
chy is not under threat, of course. 

Note that if a possessed entity is subject in a combination with an -n/-t partici
ple, it counts as another entity than the acting entity: an actional -n/-t reading is 
not excluded, in contrast to cases involving parts of the acting entity (see III.4.a 
and b). 

The maximal -sja event imit can involve three entities if between the first and 
the last a possessive relation obtains: 

(40) OH cxpoHacH 

can mean "He had a house (or something else) built" (by somebody else), but it 
must be a building^or himself, otherwise there would not be a reflexive relation
ship. 

4.7. Finally, Israeli (1997: 56-58) observes that some reflexive verbs have an as
pect restixction: whereas imperfective 

(41) OH oGaHBaexca UOXOM 

(which Israeli calls "middle") and 

(42) OH o6aHBaexca Ka>Kaoe yxpo xoaoanoH BoaoH ("reflexive") 

refer to an unintentional and an intentional act, respectively, perfective 

(43) OH o6aHaca noxoM / xoaoanofi BoaoH 

cannot refer to an intentional act, according to Israeli. The issue clearly needs fur
ther investigation, compare, for example 

(44) Hanaxb o6a3axeabHO naao c xoro, HXOSM Bcxaxb B naxb xpHauaxb yxpa H 

odnumbca xoaoauofi BoaoH. (B. HeacBHH 1997) 
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As will be remembered, the (ill-explored) phenomenon mentioned by Israeli re
curs in negated imperatives and in noaynaxb (possibly intentional) versus noay-
HHXb, for example (cf Keijsper 1994: 282-283, and 322, note 57). Note that the 
association of nonintentionality with perfective aspect differs from the association 
in the passive hierarchy (-nZ-t): there, it is actionality (including intented actions) 
which is associated with perfective aspect (see part 111). 

V. A NOTE ON CONVERSE STRUCTURES 

1. Problem 

The fact that Russian has both linear-intonational hierarchy (I and II) and hierar
chy encoded in verb form and cases ("voice", but see parts III and IV) gives rise 
to minimal pairs such as 

(1 ) MOCKOBCKHII yHHBCpCHXeX OCHOBaa M.B. JlOMOHOCOB 
Vs. 
(2) MoCKOBCKHli yHHBCpCHXeX OCHOBaH M.B. JIOMOHOCOBbIM 

(Harnna 1990:7) 

Curiously enough, little is known about the difference between the two. As Oni-
penko (in 3ojioxoBa H ap. 1998: 328) remarks, "CuHxaKCHHCCKaa 3HaHHM0cxb Ka-
xeropHH saaora npH3HaBajiacb 6ojibmHHCxBOM HccaeaoBareacH, HO nccaeaosa-
xeaH ne oGpamaancb K anajinsy XCKCXOBOII cymnocxH 3aaoroBOFO npoxHBono-
cxaBacHHa". 

The "syntactic" relevance of "voice" is reflected in the fact that, independently 
of linear-intonational hierarchy, in nominative (-accusative) sentences only the 
last argument can be brought under the scope of negation, by replacing it by a 
noun phrase in the genitive case: 

(3) y MCHa ne xsaxaex xepncHHa ynnxbca Hrpaxb B maxMaxbi 
(genitive instead of nominative subject of infransitive verb) 

(4) EFO npomaoe poMaHXHHCCKHx nyBCXB HC Bbi3biBaex 
(genitive instead of accusative object of transitive verb) 

but 
(5) *nbecy HC oxannaex opHrHuaabHOCXH 

That is, a genitive cannot replace the subject of a nominative-accusative sentence, 
cf 

(6) Hbcca He oxannaexca opurHHaabHocxbio 

An exception is nuHcro, which is no longer perceived as a genitive of HHHXO: 

(7) Hnnero ero ne Huxepecyex. 
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Apart from showing up in negative sentences, the "syntactic" relevance of the hi
erarchy encoded in verb form and cases appears from the fact that in "passive" 
interpretations of -nZ-t and -sja converses specification of the agent (in the instm
mental case) is optional (but see Girke 1988: contentless sentences are unwanted). 
This fact is undoubtedly statistically the most important motivation for using 
"passive" sentences (for figures see Balaz 1968, 1974, Baaa>K 1971, 1981; 
KopoacB 1969a; Mazur 1986). The definition of "passive" in these data is too 
broad to account for the aspect restriction of "passive" -sja verbs (see IV. 1) or for 
the borderline between stative/resultative and actional interpretations of the -nZ-t 
participle (see part III), and not all publications notice the difference between the 
long and the short form of the -nZ-t participle: most agent specifications occur in 
the former (see Balaz' publications). The difference between "passive" sentences 
without agent specification and other agentless constmctions (impersonal, indefi
nite personal etc.), and other motivations within a single sentence for choosing 
active or passive has also received some attention (e.g. Girke 1988, 1989; Girke & 
Weiss 1980; Habuna 1965; KopoacB 1966, 1969a; Walther 1983; Winter 1989; 
3eaeH0B 1963). 

But not all "passive" sentences are without agent specification, so the "syntac
tic" relevance cannot be the whole story. There is also a textual aspect to "voice"; 
according to 3oaoxoBa H ap. 1998 the choice between "active" and "passive" is a 
matter of "style" or "register". In my view, it can better be treated in terms of case 
meaning: a constant difference exists between nominative and non-nominative 
encoding of participants. 

2. "Passive" vs. nominative-accusative 

2.1. KopoacB (1969a: 181-182) observes that passive is ("uo-BHaHMOMy") better 
than a nominative-accusative sentence if the sentence contains two "logical predi
cates" (intonational predications; see 1.1) and the agent argument is not in the last 
one: 

(8) OoanncKa na Fa3exy npnuHMaexca paiiouHbiMU omdenenwrnu cen3u 6e3 
BCaKHX OFpaHHHenHH. 

The subordinated status of the agent specification encoded in the "peripheral" in
stmmental case can intonationally be supported by reading the sentence in such a 
way that the noun in the instmmental case is also intonationally subordinated to a 
hierarchically heavier (see 1.3) accent at the end of the sentence. 

As any attentive reader knows, modem Russian examples of nominative sub
jects in the position where Korolev prefers instmmental case are indeed rare, al
though some authors use them, possibly in order to make sure that a name is in the 
nominative case (so that misunderstanding is excluded). For example, Danilevskij 
et al. in a freatise on the history of translated poetry: 
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(9) OKOHHaxeabHO »e cenxHMenxaaHcxcKoe nouHMaHHC IOHFa-no3xa ccjiop-
MyanpoBaa KapaM3UH B npoxpaMMHOM cxuxoxBopeuHH "Oossna" (1787), 
Fae OH HsaaFaa [...]. (HcxopHJi 1996: 148) 

(10) PyccKoe MaconcxBO yBHaeao B HOSMC 3XHHecKyio onopy, H B 1786 F. 3XO 
npoH3BeaeHHe H3aaa HoeuKoe B nposaHnecKOM nepcBoae KapaM3HHa. (Hc-
xopna 1996: 162) 

The same authors, to be sure, have the far more frequent constmction preferred by 
Korolev: 

(11) /Ipyxoe (J)Haoco(|)CKoe cxHxoxBopcHHC Boabxepa [...] Gbiao nepcBeacHO 
H.M. Kapa\i3UHbiM noa Ha3BaHHeM "OnuxHaa CoaoMonoBa Myapocxb, 
HaH Mbican, Bbi6paHHbie H3 3KKae3Hacxa" (1796). (Hcxopna 1996: 170) 

(12) TaKOH nepcBoa 5bia ocyutecxBaen E.H. KocmpoebiM B 1787 F. - H3aaHbi 
nepBbie mecxb necen "Hauaabi" (B pyKOHHCH ocxaancb eme xpn). 
(Hcxopna 1996:179) 

Nominative case is the normal choice, of course, if the subject precedes the verb 
in the middle of a sentence: 

(13) OKOHHaxeabHoe nonnMaHHC [...] Kapavtsuu c(|)opMyaHpoBaa B [...] CXHXO-
xBopennn "no33Ha" [...]. 

But here the name is not introduced (intonationally predicated) but repeated from 
the context (in this position without pitch accent, or with a reduced one), which is 
the interpretation called "secondary theme". Some other examples of Korolev's 
point: 

(14) Bo3MO>KHO, 3xa KHHxa He noab30Baaacb na MOCKOBCKOM apMapKC XCM 

ycnexoM, KaKHM aoa>KHa 5biaa, npocxo noxoMy, HXO HOHXH noanocxbio 
Sbiaa pacKyiiaena cauuMii ynacmHUKauu ftp.MapKu euie ao ee oxKpbixHa. 
(OFOHCK 1997, 48) 

(15) YBU, KOBapnaa aaBHua [...] oGopaaaa ero >KH3Hb HMCHHO 3aecb, na iiaaxo 
CuMHaoH [...] 3aecb xopoiuo coxpauHBmaaca MyMna HCjaaanaHBoro 
npeaKa 3anaaHoeBponeHueB H 5biaa Haidaeua HeMeijKmni mypucma\m B 
1991 Foay. (OFOHCK 1998,4) 

The peripheral status of an agent specification in the instmmental case can in this 
position, as in other positions (see below), be used to indicate that the author fol
lows the adventures of the referent of the nominative, while the agent in the in
stmmental case is only of local interest (cf Girke & Weiss 1980: 223): 

(16) BOH 5bia ncpaBHbiM... CajibBaaop H CFO xoBapnmn 5biaH cxsaHCHbi eep-
ca'ibi(aMu H paccxpeaanbi. - npuHHMaio Ha ce6a oxBCxcxBCHHOcxb 3a BCC 
[...] 3X0 6biaH nocaeauHe caoBa Fcpoa. 

ftp://ftp.MapKu
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Both CaabBaaop and BcpcaabUM have afready occurred in the context, but the 
story tells the adventures of the former. 

2.2. In intonationally identical positions we clearly see that case meanings reflect 
another hierarchy than linear-intonational hierarchy. KopoacB (1969a: 181) pre
scribes passive form if the agent argument is to be excluded from what he calls the 
"logical subject". Girke & Weiss 1980 provide some further clarification (1980: 
224): 

(17) 3xoH xcMOH saHHMaaacb Puxa, roxoBa CBOK) KananaaxcKyK) anccepxauHio. 
Pa5oxa 3aBepiueHa ee KoaacFoit BHpyxoH /lancBHH. ̂ H3Hb npoaoaacaexca. 

Vs. 
(18) Pa6oxy 3aBepiiiHaa Bnpyxa flanesHH. 

"Bei dem [...] Beispiel [(17)] besteht die Leistung des Instmmentals darin, einen 
Gedanken abzuschlie(3en, wahrend der rhematisierte Nominativ [(18)] eher einen 
weiterfuhrenden Gedanken ankiindigf. As to nominative in final position, "fur 
Eigennamen scheint zusatzlich zu gelten, dap das eingefuhrte Subjekt im nachfol-
genden Satz aktualisiert werden muP" (Girke & Weiss 1980: 216): 

(19) BbicoKyio oucHKy rpaMMaxHKC BocxoKOBa aaa B.F. EenuHCKuu. On onpe-
aeaaa ee KaK ... 

About a year careful reading of journals confirms these observations. Some other 
examples of final nominative vs. instmmental (with and without names of per
sons) and the different further text: 

(20) FycMan cxaa BxopuM H3BecxHbiM naM poccuiicKHM rpa^aauHHOM, KOXO-

poro KOHcyabXHpoBaa doKmop ffedeuKuu. AMcpuKancKuu Kapduoxupypz 
noGaaioaapna poccniicKoe upasHxeabcxBo 3a KOMHPOMHCC [...]. (OFOHCK 

1997,20) 
(21) HoKa poacxBCHUHKH HOFHGUIHX cnopxcMCHOB aoGuBaioxca ox upaBHxeab-

cxBa FepMauHH Bbinaaxbi KOMnencauHH B pa3Mepe 40 MnaaHOHOB aoaaa-
pOB. 3xa nexHuna 6biaa noaaHa B 1994 loay u3paunbCKUM adeoKamoM 
3ejibifepoM. HepBoe 3aceaaHHe cyaa ne BbiHccao pemenHa no 3X0My BO-
npocy. Bxopoe aoâ KHO cocxoaxbca B nanaae caeayiomeFO roaa. Haaeaxb-
ca, HXO Ha CCH pas cya npnMex oKOHHaxeabnoe nocxanoBaenHe, HC npuxo-
aHXCH. (OFOHCK 1997, 42) 

(22) Bo3MO»<HO, Bce H oOouiaocb, ecan 6bi aan HC o6Hapy>KHa HCKUU neucuo-
Hep. OH eme nocxynua cpaBHHxeabno GaaFopoano - Hanncaa ne B LI,K, a B 
rasexy. (OFOHCK 1997,44) 

(23) 3eaeHKO aeircxBHxeabno 6bia saMcxubiM iJiHFypoit B cxoauue 6biBmeti HM-
nepHH. MHOFHC H3 CFO snaKOMbix n KoaacF K xoMy BPCMCHH y5Ke 5biaH 
apecxoBanbi 6onbiueeuKaMU. H HuKoaaii HcxpoBHH cxapaaca poKC 5biBaxb 
aoMa. TcM He Mcuee OH 6bia cxBancH [...]. (OFOHCK 1997,44) 
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In these examples, both nominative case and instmmental case are in the last into
national predication (so-called Rheme or comment in the linear-intonational hier
archy), but only the referent of the nominative is elaborated in the sequel; the ref
erent of the instmmental is of local interest only. 

For this function of the nominative, the name "topic continuity" (Givon 1983) 
is a misnomer, because it confuses linear-intonational hierarchy with the hierarchy 
encoded in verb form and cases. The same cases, with the same textual effect, can 
be "topic" ("(primary) theme") in the linear-intonational hierarchy, viz. the first 
intonational predication (see section 2.3). And, for that matter, a "secondary 
theme" (see example (13)) is a "continued" (repeated) item as well, there signalled 
by the absence of a full pitch accent. 

The nominative need not introduce a referent for further elaboration; it is also 
used to (linear-intonationally) reintroduce a referent still pursued in the text: 

(24) TcM He Mcnee y aab5oMa noaBuaacb Haae>Kaa Bbi>KHXb, Koiaa AMCxepaaM-
CKHH HcxopHHecKHti My3eii Hpeaao>KHa OnGanoxeKe npoBCCXH KOHcepBa-
UHH (cpeacxBa na 3xo Bbiaeaua zonnaudcKuu (pond UMCHU npunija Eepuap-
da). Aab5oM npeanoaaraaocb noKasaxb na BbicxaBKe AMCxepaaMCKoro 
HCxopHHCCKoro Mysca "Hexp nepBbiii H FoaaaHana" B paMKax Kyabxyp-
HOH nporpaMMbi no caynaio 300-aexHa BeaHKoro nocoabcxsa pyccKOFO 
uapa, CFO cxpaxoBKy B 1 MHaanoH aoaaapoB onaaxHan zonnandi^hi. [Next, 
a new paragraph starts:] OroBop Me>Kay croponaMH 6bia noanHcan, oanaKO 
[...]. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1997) 

The textual effect of the nominative case follows from its "Nennfunktion" (Jakob
son 1936: 33); fonxiulated in other temis, the case makes the referent, although it 
is agent in one act, external to that act as well, so that it is "free" for appearing in 
other acts. The same is illustrated by constructions such as this one: 

(25) Ero [cocxaB] npnaHpHHBO ocMaxpHsaaa B aeno ewcoKan KOMUCCUH MTIC 

Poccuu u daia saKJUOHCHHe: cooxBexcxsyex BCCM cxanaapxaM. (MOCKOB

CKHC HOBOCXH 1997, 24) 
(26) A noa KOHCU o6eaa npnaxeab CKasaji HaM, HXO ero oxeu yMcp. OH onHcaa 

6oabHHuy [...] OH HC no>Kanea HHKaKHx cpeacxB, Hxo5bi no BO3MO)KHOCXH 
npoaaHXb yKH3Hb oxua H o6aeFHHXb CMy CMcpxb nacKoabKO BO3MO>KHO. OX-

ua OKpy>KaJiH cneiiucnucmbi u mpydunucb wio Bcex c\v\, Hio6bi HsGasHXb 
ero ox cxpaaanna. (HOBBIH MHP 1997, 2) 

In e.g. English and Dutch, if the same linear-intonational hierarchy is preserved in 
some way, the subject would have to be at least restated after the conjunction: 
"and that commission decided", "and those specialists worked hard". This is be
cause the subject is intemal in the constituent Verb-Subject in the linear-
intonational hierarchy of the part before the conjunction; restating the subject and 
starting a new linear-intonational whole after the conjunction then makes it exter-
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nal. In Russian, although the word in the nominative is intemal in the linear-
intonational hierarchy, the nominative case suffices to make the referent extemal 
as well, viz. in the hierarchy encoded in verb form and cases (cf Keijsper 1994: 
304-307). 

In the same linear-intonational position the referent of a noun phrase in the in
stmmental case retains a "periphere Stellung" (Jakobson 1936: 46): although in 
the examples given in this section the constituent is the most important informa
tion in the given sentence (the last intonational predication in the linear-
intonational whole), it is only the locally most important information; in a series of 
finite verbs (a larger textual whole) it is not a referent the writer pursues. 

As always (cf I.1.2.d), "final position" is "intonationally final": 

(27) Ee cbiHa, Hamy CxaxoBa, HacMcpxb saGna na aonpocax onep BonbCKuu, 
Koxoporo a uaBcpno Hanny o5eaaxb. (OFOHCK 1997, 28) 

(28) BamHM npeaao>KeHnaM 6yayx npoxHBOCxoaxb onbimnbie annapamuuKu, 
Koxopbie cyMeiox npH HceaaHHH CBCCXH na nex aioSoc pasyMHoe pemenHc. 
(MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1997,24) 

(29) OanaKO BcHHaMHH HC noacHwa, noHCMy Bce-xaKH npoxecx "nanaa pacxn". 
/lyMaexca, OXBCX na 3rox B onpeaeacHHOM CMbicae pnxopHHCCKHH Bonpoc 
ncHxoaorHHCCKH XOHHO c<J)opMyaHpoBaa B. Po3aHoe, B 1916 F. GCSOXHOCH-
xeabHO K HepBoir poccHircKoii pcBoaiouHH saaBHBmHH, HXO [...]. (3Be3aa 
1997,9) 

2.3. Girke & Weiss (1980: 223-224) give the following example of instmmental 
vs. nominative in first sentence position: 

(30) Ho BbinaaHHBaex on aKKypaxno, n noxoM c uamcH cxopoHbi HHKaicHx npe-
xeH3HH no 3X0H nacxH K JlanyuiKHHy HCX. UpaeneuueM M:e Konxo3a OH xa-
paKxepH3yexca HaHaynmHM o6pa30M. Hecxen [...] 

Vs. 
(31) Flpaenenue M:e Konxosa xapaKxepHsyex ero HaHaynmnM o6pa30M. 

The instmmental case upaBacHHeM enables the writer to retain Lapuskin as the 
referent whose fate he describes: the kolchoz direction gives only one of a series 
of opinions about the hero. The nominative case npaBaenue intermpts the enu
meration conceming Lapuskin. In both cases the kolchoz direction is newly se
lected (a so-called "New Theme", first intonational predication), so, again, the 
meaning of the cases adds textual hierarchy to the local linear - intonational hier
archy. Likewise: 

(32) Bce caaoBoabi 3Haiox, HXO caMoe xpyauoe - coxpannxb nocaaKH po3 
3HM0H. YneHbiMU FnaeHozo domauunecKozo cada AKadcMuu nayK pa3pa6o-
xan HOBbiH cnoco6 yKpbixHH UBCXOB [...]. 
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Vs. 
(33) Vueubie [...] paspaSoxaau ... 

As Girke & Weiss (1980: 224) note, "Ahnlich wie im vorherigen Beispiel signa-
lisiert der Instmmental, dap kein neuer Gedanke beginnt, sondem dap der Vorsatz 
erlautert, erganzt bzw. fortgesetzt wird". The nominative, in contrast, suggests that 
the issue "how to keep roses in the winter" is closed. 

Some other examples: 

(34) BaaioxHbie xafiubi poccHHCKoro 6K)a>Kexa [= title of article]. PyccKoit Tlpa-
eocnaenou ifepKoehio Buaeaeno H3 (jieaepaabuoFO 6ioa>Kexa 1,37 Man. 
aoaa. - Ha coaepwauHe npeacxasHxeabCXB 3a py6e>K0M. 3xox H apyrne 
4)aKXbi HapymcHHH poccHHCKoro 3aKOHoaaxeabcxBa BbiasHaa npoBcpKa, 
npoBcaennaa CHCXHOH naaaxoH. [follows text about the results, i.e. the 
church is only one of a series under a larger heading]. (MOCKOBCKHC 
HOBOCXH 1997, 51) 

(35) H3 Mcro CKaaabiBaancb B 1996 roay pacxoabi no "MOKaynapoanoMy" pas-
aeay? [= overarching issue] [...] [/la H iipasHxeabCBO B CBOHX aoKyMCHxax 
npeaycMaxpHBaao 12 Man. Ho ne caoacHaocb.] OanaKO npn SXOM JJenap-
ma\ieumoM Kanumaibuozo cmpoumenbcmea u xo3micmeeHHhix opzami3a-
ifuu MuHcpuiia [one of the spending institutions] 5biao noayneno HaxHH-
HbiMH H HCueacBbiM o6pa30M Hcnoab30BaHo OKoao noaMHaanoua aoaaa-
pOB na 3arpaHKOMaHaHpoBKH coxpyauHKOB aiinapaxa. (MOCKOBCKHC HO
BOCXH 1997,51) 

2.4. It must be added that the choice for a nominative-accusative sentence can be 
motivated by the fact that an accusative is not a nominative, too. In an autobiogra
phy, for example, sentence (36) occurred: 

(36) Ho B MOCH cyab6e cbirpaaH poab apyrne o6cxoaxeabcxBa. Meufi Bocnnxbi-
Baaa 6a6yuiKa, w >KHaH Mbi B orpoMHofi KOMMyHaabHoii Ksapxnpe (23 ne-
aoBCKal). /lyMaK), HMCHHO no3XOMy [...]. (OFOHCK 1997, 20) 

The nominative 6a5ymKa does not suggest that the further story will be about 
grandmother; rather, the positive choice is for the accusative MCHH: the story is 
told from the vantage point [HaGaioaaxejibHbm nyHKx] of the person to whom that 
word refers rather than from the vantage point of the speaker in the speech act. 
The person can be the same, of course, but the vantage point differs. The same 
holds tme for other oblique cases, e.g. 

(37) 51 xoraa [...] noaynna annaoM. Mue ero Bpynaji ca\i nezeudapHbiu mpeuep 
AHcmwnuu Tapacoe. TaK Hanaaacb Moa xyao)KecxBeHHaa Kapbcpa [...]. 
(OroHCK 1997,31) 

We can now try to apply these observations to still more difficuh cases. 
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3. Two other verb types 

3.1. Consider the following sentences: 

(38) BbicoKoe He6o na 3anaae 3amfiHynu ao^cacBbie o5aaKa. (M. ABaecB) 
(39) Haxano 6biao nayroM, na nonepeHUbix Mcacax eiue HC 3amHHynucb 3eae-

HbK) caeabi KOHCH H Kpyrn ox nayFa. (B. PacnyrHn) 
(40) Eopxa MamHHbi 6binu samwiymhi KpacubiMH noaoxHHiuaMH c nepBOMafi-

CKHMH HpH3blBaMH. (K). CBHpHaOs) 

The meanings of the verb forms in these sentences are so close to each other that 
XpaKOBCKHH (1991: 179-180) says that "HuKaKHX upHpaurenHH CMbicaa B HK 
[naccHBHOH KOHCxpyKUHH] no cpaBHeuHio c cooxHOCHxeabHOH AK [aK-rnsHOH 
KOHCxpyKUHen] Hex". 

If this is tme, the form distinctions are redundant, a waste not often encoun
tered in a language system. The existence of both nominative-accusative sen
tences and converses with -sja and -nZ-t is especially striking in the group of verbs 
called "raaroabi noanoro oxBaxa" (HaayncBa & Po3HHa 1993), where Xrakov-
skij's examples (38)-(40) can be placed; the group illustrates the boundaries of the 
semantic area covered by -sja verbs (see IV.2). The initial observations following 
below are based on Kok's 1996 collection of more than a thousand examples of 
43 aspectual pairs of verbs of this group (plus yKpamaxb / yKpacnxb), but even 
that amount of examples appears to be insufficient. Verbs in the area of "active 
emotion" (Wierzbicka 1992: 401-403) are also interesting for the study of con
verse stmctures. Both groups relatively often have Accusative-Verb-Nominative 
word order (but not homogeneously so, viz. depending on a more precisely 
formulated meaning of the verb), with Verb plus Nominative in a single constitu
ent (i.e. an "intemal" nominative). They are among the examples showing that 
Chomsky's (1965: 71) definition of Direct Object was incorrect: it was based on 
(English) linear-intonational hierarchy, but not recognized as such (see Keijsper 
1994: 297-301). For some remarks on -nZ-t and -sja without comparison with 
nominative-accusative sentences see parts 111 and IV. 

3.2. The immediately observable semantic differences between nominative-accu
sative sentences and -nZ-t and -sja converses include the following. 

In the group of emotion verbs, the semantic difference between nominative-ac
cusative version and the -sja conversion appears from the fact that the object of, 
for example 

(41) H3o5pexaxeabHocxb KonanxepoB nopaM:ana 6oo6paoKenue nocexuxeaen, 
KoxopbiM npeaaaraancb aa>Ke Bnoane cteaoGubie moKoaaanbie naaxba H 
uiaanbi. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1997,49) 

is strange as subject of the -sja version: 
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(42) ? Boo6pajKeHue nocexHxeacH nopoDicanocb ... 

This shows that the -sja verb refers to a self-initiated reaction to a source of emo
tion; the subject is chosen accordingly (e.g. HocernxeaH nopaacaancb). By having 
this meaning, the so-called reactive -sja verbs retain an "active" hierarchy in the 
verb, in the sense of IV (in contrast to the -nZ-t participle of the same verbs; see 
II1.3). The nominative-accusative version, in contrast, expresses passivity of the 
accusative referent, e.g. 

(43) Bac HacxoyencKanu xBopnecKHC aHHHOCXH? (OFOHCK 1997, 51) 
(44) B 3acxoii MCHfi npuencKam aioaH, cnoco6Hbie conpoxHsaaxbca peacHMy 

[...]. (OFOHCK 1997,51) 

Active vs. passive attitude is the difference between (45) and (46), then: 

(45) 51 Bceraa aioOna aioaeir, Komophie padymmcH xopomcMy o6eay, aioaefi, 
Koxopbie c HerepncHHCM atayx xopomcro KOHucpxa. (HOBMH Mnp 1997, 2) 

(46) PenHH oxaaBaa aoa>KHoe xaaanxaM cBOero Moaoaoro apyra, aioGna CFO 
o6mccxBo; HyKOBCKOio aa>Ke "aonycKaan" B MacxepcKyio xyao>KHHKa, 
KOFaa xox pa6oxaa naa KapxHHoii HaH nopxpexoM. Penuna padoeana 
Bcceaaa, ocxpoyMnaa 5eceaa HyKOBCKoro, o>KHBaaBmaa aanxeabubm 
ceanc. (3Be3aa 1994, 8) 

To the nominative-accusative examples 3.4 below also applies. 

In the group "raaroabi noanoro oxBaxa", the relationships are not always those 
suggested by FaspnaoBa 1975 for what she calls raaroabi npHcoeaHHenna (e.g. 
noKpbiBaxb): 

(47) HBaH oGicieui CXCHBI o5oaMH. 
? 3HaHHx, xenepb cxenbi o6Kneueaiom O5OH. (Kok 1996: 65, cf FaBpiuioBa 
1975:24) 

The state referred to in a -nZ-t converse makes that converse strange in, for exam
ple: 

(48) Cama cKaonnaca Haa ee pyKoio H cxaa 6bicxpo ueaosaxb ee; poBHo no-
KpbiBaa pyKy noueayaMH [...]. (Kok 1996: 19, <t>. CoaoryG) 
? PyKa 6yaex noKpbixa nouejiyaMH 

(49) HocKaKaaH FOHUW BO BCC ropoaa, nocaaan H3 ropoaoB npHKa3 no ceaaM H 
aepcBuaM, n co BCCX KOHUOB noxanyancb Hnmne. H ne 3Haa HHKXO ao xoit 
nopbi, HXO xaK MHOFO HHLUHX B oGaacin; ece dopozu noKpbinu OHU: xpo-
Mbic, 5e3HorHe, [...]. (Kok 1996: 46, B.M. FapmnH) 
? Bce aopoFH Gbuin noKpbixu HMH 

Further, the -nZ-t version can exhibit an ambiguity which the nominative-accusa
tive version lacks: 
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(50) OapaaMCHX oKpyDwuno HCCMexnoe KoannecxBO noaHuencKHx, ojKuaaa 
npnGaĤ KCHHC acMoncxpanxoB, Koxopbie yxe K 3 nacaM ana cxaan noa-
xoaHxb K HapaaMenxy. (Kok 1996: 43, KoHxpaKX 1993) 

The perfective -/ form ensures a processual reading. Bbia OKpy>KeH, in confrast, 
would be ambiguous between stative/resultative and actional (see part III). 

Finally, the "voice" properties of nonpredicative verb forms are not the same as 
those of the predicative forms (in the non-intonational sense of the word, cf I.I) 
discussed here, e.g. 

(51) Cecxpy oxannaex cKpoMuocxb 
(52) *Cecxpa, oxannacMaa CKpoMHocxbio 
(53) *CKpoMHocxb, oxaHHaa cecxpy 

(3oaoxoBa 1982: 141) 

To give another example, the imperfective gemnd with -sja has no "passive" in
terpretation (Poupynin 1996: 130) (*3xa Knnra, nnxaacb, cf Gyaynn nponnxana). 
And more subtly, the two long form participles of oxBaxuxb in Kok's (1996) cor
pus are of the "possessed by emotion" type, e.g. 

(54) KaK-xo H BHaeaa MHanuHOHcpa H, oxeaneuHafi cmpaxoM, HHHcro ne co-
o5pa>Kaa, saMCxaaacb no KOMnaxe. (KOK 1998:105, A. PbiGaKOB) 

This type of meaning has nominative-accusative form in predicative cases (see 
section 3.5 below). Earlier the separate status of the long form -nyjZ-tyj had been 
revealed by Balaz' publications (see section 1 above). 

I conclude that semantic differences between nominative-accusative sentences 
and -sja and -nZ-t converses exist, even if they are sometimes difficult to detect, as 
inXrakovskij's(38)-(40). 

3.3. As with "passives" (see section 1 above), examples with a negation show the 
"syntactic" hierarchical difference between nominative-accusative and -.sja or -nZ-t 
converse independently of the linear-intonational hierarchy: 

(55) 51 OHCHb aK)6aio CKpoMHyio 5KH3Hb xex yeaHHeuHbix Baaaexeaeii oxaaaen-
Hbix aepcBCHb, Koxopbix B MaaopoccHH oGbiKHOBCHHO Ha3biBaiox cxapo-
CBCxcKHMH, KOxopbic, KaK apaxabic >KHBonHCHbie aoMHKH, xopomH CBOeiO 
necxpoxoK) H coBcpmcHHOio npoxHBonoaoacnocxbio c HOBBIM raaacHbKHM 
cxpoeuHCM, Komopozo emeu ue npoMbin eiqe donwdb, Kpbiiuu ne noKpuna 
3eneHaH nneceub [...]. (Kok 1996: 46, Foroab) 

(56) OH He xoabKO xya, OH 6bia, KOHCHHO, CO MHOFHMH HCMOHaMH H neaoMOFa-
MH, HO CKoabKO BHaHO 6biao 33 coaHucM, zna3a dnduHbi ne noKpbinucb 
cmapnecKUM mycKOM u ompemeuHocmbKi. (Kok 1996: 55, Coâ KeHHUbin) 

Further, Kok's (1996) corpus contains no examples of the type 
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(57) EaKa yKpainaexca HHOHcpaMH 
Or 
(58) EaKa (6biaa/6yaex) yKpameua nnonepaMH 

(FaBpnaoBa 1975) 

Instead, all examples with agent specification have nominative-accusative form. 
So the statistical preference mentioned in 1 also obtains for the verbs "noanoro 
oxBaxa". 

Optionality of other than agent participant in the instmmental case also shows 
the hierarchical difference between -nZ-t and the nominative-accusative version: 

(59) CxaBHH BO 4)JinreabKe 6biaH npHKpbixbi fneM?], H yace B cenuax CHabHO 
naxao HoaoM H KaMcJiapnbiM MacaoM. (KOK 1996: 96, M. ByaraKOB) 

With verbs of emotion, too, use of -sja or -nZ-t forms enables us to omit, here, the 
source of the emotion: 

(60) 51 HCMHoro Hcnyraaacb. 
(61) OHH 6biaH CHabHO nanyFanbi. 
(62) OH Mpannea, o5H>Kaaca. 

If the source of emotion is expressed, it is often in the form of a dependent clause 
rather than in the non-nominative case the verb can in principle govem (cf 111.3.d, 
II1.4.b): 

(63) OcoGcHHO OH cepanaca, Kozda a BbicMCHBaaa ero ccKcyaabUbie xeopun. 
(3Be3aa 1994,8) 

(64) Mnaaa Moa MaMOHKa, KaK a naany, KOFaa noaynaio oi xe6a oiKpuxKu, HO 
B xo >Ke BpcMH paayiocb, nmo a xaKaa cnacxauBaa, HXO a [...]. (OFOHCK 

1998) 
(65) CorpanesHHKH Gbian npiraxHO yanBaeubi, y3Hae, nmo /(opoxH cnnxaex 

ce6a KHHonpoaiocepoM. (AKCCHOB) 

In the nominative-accusative version absence of the object is an ellipsis or implies 
that the affected entity is the "general person": 

(66) Ecan "OroHCK", KaK H B "npe>KHeH >KH3HH" oxpa>Kaex OKoaoHnxeaanrcHX-
CKoe o5mecxBeHHoe MHenne Han, HXO 6aH3KO, (J)opMHpyex ero, xo Bauia 
xoHKa 3peHHa na pecjiopMy uiKoabi nyzaem. (OroHCK 1998, 2) 

3.4. The nominative-accusative version, with the order Accusative-Verb-Nomina
tive, with last pitch accent on the nominative, is used to introduce a situation char
acterized by the existence of the nominative referent (intonational predication; cf 
I.l, Keijsper 1994: 265); the existence of the referent has the effect on the accusa
tive referent specified by the verb: 
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(67) Bcex padyem nopndoK, ijueiuiusaifUH, coepeMeHHbie (popMbi u Mamepucuibi 
[...]. (HoBblH MHP 1997, I) 
("that there is order,...") 

(68) 51 HC aioGaio ycxaBmnx (JioxorpacJiOB. Meua nyzawm (pomozpacpM, Koxo
pbie naBasHHBo xoaax B MopF naH cyMacmeamnH aoM. (OFOHCK 2002, 17) 
("when there are photographers who ...") 

(69) HaKanyne HcxopHHCCKoro coGbixna o6e cxopoHU eonnoeanu dea eonpoca: 
cyab6a nepcMcmeHnbix ueuHocxeir H aoar POCCHH 6biBmeH F^P. (OXOHCK 

2002, 17) 
("there were two relevant issues") 

(70) PyccKHH noKynaxeab, nyacxByexca, cxaa OHCHB xpe6oBaxeabHbiM. Ero xe
nepb UHmepecyem Kanecmeo pa6ombi, a ne monbKO UMena. (OroHCK 1997, 
28) 
(i.e. "he is interested if there is quality") 

The same holds tme for raaFoau noanoFO oxBaxa: 

(71) HoBbiri Foa BcxpenaaH y HHHM HBauoBOH. Cxoa yKpauian zycb c Kanyc-
xoH. (Kok 1996: 74, Pbi6aK0B) 
("there was a goose, which fact made the dish a beauty") 

Compare with -nZ-t version (static yKpamaxbca does not occur, see IV.2.2): 

(72) OxaaKHpoBauHbie HX npoaexKH aBHraancb maFOM, B Ka»(aoM 3KHna>Ke CH-
aea oaHH HeaoBCK c 6yKexoM, n Kynepa, xopnaBmne na BBICOKHX CHae-
HbHX, dbuiu yxpauieHbi GaumaMu, KaK mac|)epa na CBaabGax. (Kok 1996: 98, 
H. Ba6eab) 
(That is: "they were made more beautiful with ribbons") 

(73) B MOCKOBCKOM KHHOucHxpc oxKpbiaacb BbicxaBKa (J)oxorpa(J)Hir H. Fney-
mcBa, nocBaiucHHbix cbCMKaM rpanaHOSHoro ^nabMa "CnGnpcKHH UH-
pioabHHK" (pcHCHCcep H. MnxaaKoa). BbicxaBKa 5oraxo yKpamena Kocmm-
MciMU 3noxH AacKcanapa xpexbcro, Koxopbie nocae CTJCMOK cxaan 3Kcno-
uaxaMH 3xoro My3ea oanoii KapxHHu. (OFOHCK 1997, 50) 
(That is "the exhibition was additionally beautified, viz, by ...") 

Likewise: 

(74) HecMoxpa na CBOH nexupe OKua, KaGnnex 6bia xcMHOBax. Ero 3azpoM03K-
danu KHuzu, 6yMazu, Koepbi u zpaewpbi. (KOK 1996: 67, HacxepuaK) 
("there were books etc., which made the room overloaded") 

Vs. 
(75) BuyTpenHHe KOMnaxbi CBCHXHUKHX 6binu sazpoMOJKdenbi nuuiuuMU eeufa-

Mu, BbineceHHbiMH H3 rocxHHOH H saaa aaa Goabmero upocxopa. (Kok 
1996: 85, HacxepuaK) 
(i.e. "the rooms had been used for dumping the superfluous stuff...") 
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See also (43), (44), (46) vs. (45). The difference is, of course, not restixcted to 
emotion verbs and verbs "noanoro oxBaxa"; it can also be detected in e.g. 

(76) Hbccy oxannaex opurHHaabHocxb 
Vs. 
(76') Hbcca oxannaexca opurHHaabHOCXbio 

Note that the meaning of the verb has influence on the effect of Accusative-Verb-
Nominative order (with implied last pitch accent at the end). The actional meaning 
of the verbs discussed in section 1 above is responsible for the fact that the order 
has no "existential" effect there: the verb's meaning implies that the subject entity 
exists independently of whether or not it acts. The verbs now under discussion 
have no such implication (which accounts for the higher frequency of the relevant 
linear-intonational hierarchy). 

3.5. Finally, in my view, irrespective of linear-intonational hierarchy, a non-nomi
native enables us to adopt an "inside" vantage point; if nominative is chosen an 
outsider's vantage point is adopted. Since with verbs of emotion the locus of the 
emotion mostly is the same person as the speaker, the difference often amounts to 
mentally remaining in the time and place when/where the emotion occurs (non-
nominative encoding) and restarting reference to that time and place from the 
moment of speech (nominative encoding): 

(77) B nepBbie roau ropGaneBCKOH Faacnocxn .MCHH nopa3un rocnoauH H3 nep-
BOH 3MHrpauHH, Koxopbiii B HonyaapHold xoraa xeaenpoipaMMc yxaep-
«aaa, HXO [...]. (OIOHCK 1997, 51) 

Vs. 
(78) "HoroBopHB napy pa3 c JleBHHbiM, - paccKa3biBaex MOH HHc})opMaxop, - M 

6bin nopa.TiccH ero yMOM. FIoHHMaexe, JICBHH - COBCCM uenpHBbiHHbiir K 

xiopbMC neaoBCK [...]. (OFOHCK 1998, 20) 

As before, linear-intonational hierarchy also varies, e.g. 

(79) OmKpbimue JTecf)eepa nopa3iuio cneifuawcmoe. Hepsaa peaKuna 5biaa 
xpaanuHOHHOH: 5pea. Ho nocae xmaxeabHbix npoBcpoK BbiHHcacHHit Jle-
cj)eBpa iipnmaocb npH3Haxb: aa, axo Mcaoana. (OroncK 1998, 11) 

(80) "HoBbie" Jly>KHHKH noHpasHaHCb BCCM. [...] MnpoBbie (jiyxGoabHbie 3Be3-
abi OHCHb XBaanan ra30H. (PymOonucmoe cdopnou Poccuu noHe.\ty-mo no-
pcawiu pa3deeaiKU. (OFOHCK 1997, 34) 

With the raaroabi noanoro oxsaxa in Kok's 1996 corpus what is the inside van
tage point depends on the type of verb, and the difference between nominative-ac
cusative sentences and -sja or -nZ-t converses is reflected in the prevailing types of 
referents occurring in the various sentence types. For example, in the Hanoanaxb / 
nanoannxb examples, emotions filling (parts of) people have nominative-accusa-
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five encoding, with the locus of the emotion in a non-nominative case, for exam
ple 

(81) H Bapyr npoKuaa, snaKOMaa (})H3HHecKaa xocKa pa3pocaacb y Ap6y30Ba o-
Koao cepaua, nanonuuna CMV eao zpydb, ĉ Kaaa cyaopo>KHO 3a ropao [...]. 
(Kokl996:42,KynpHH) 

Converses with -sja, in contrast, have nominative referents observable by outsid
ers, such as eyes filled with tears or light: 

(82) KaxHHbi znasa Hanonmuiucb CBCXOM. (Kok 1996: 51, A.H. Toacxoii) 

The only -nZ-t participle which comes close to the type of referents found in nomi
native-accusative sentences is this example: 

(83) PoMamoBy OHCHB xoxeaocb exaxb BMCCXC C lIlypoHKOH, HO xaK KaK MHXHH 

Bceraa 6bia CMy npnaxen H xaK KaK HHCXUC, acnbic Faa3a sxoro caaBHOFo 
MaabHHKa Faaaean c yMoaaioiuHM BbipajKenncM, a xaK ĉe H noxoMy, HXO 
dyiua PoMamoea 6buia B 3xy MHnyxy ecn uanonHeua 6onbiuuM padocm-
HbiM nyecmeoM, - OH HC MOF oxKasaxb M coraacHaca. (Kok 1996: 89, 
Kynpnu) 

Although the sentence contains ayma, it is accompanied by a name rather than a 
possessive pronoun or dative (as in the nominative-accusative examples), i.e. it is 
relatively closer to an outsider's view. 

The rest of the -nZ-t examples with Hanoannxb has concrete referents, observ
able by outsiders e.g. 

(84) Ho xenepb B 6aHKe 6bLao HXO-XO apyroe, ne "Gaaacennaa" HKpa, KaK ee ne-
pcHMCHOBaa CamKa, 3a6biB nacxoamec Ha3BaHHe. EauKa 6biaa aoBcpxy 
HanonueHa apoMaxHbiM caaaKHM-npecaaaKHM noBuaaoM. (Kok 1996: 88, 
HpHCXaBKHH) 

This type of concrete referents is not represented in nominative-accusative exam
ples, and only smoke, clouds, and people filling spaces show up in both types of 
sentence. 

With OKpŷ Kaxb, to take another example, the inside vantage point (non-nomi
native) is the vantage point of a person on the scene (which would be "outside" 
with emotions), e.g. 

(85) OH ymea, H Mnnyx nepes asaauaxb, noracHB B aoMHKC CBCX, a Bbimea na 
Kpbiabuo. TcMHOxa oKpyoKcuia MCHH, aexuHC SBCsabi [...]. (Kok 1996: 70, 
HesHaHCKHH, Tonoab) 

As always, this vantage point remains the same with another word order: 

(86) OH Bbimea, xaonnyB aBcpbio, n 3amaraa Bnepea, ne o6opaHHBaacb. Ezo o-
Kpyofca/ia ocennaa cbipocxb, HOHB, xeMHOxa. (Kok 1996: 70, HacxepnaK) 
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Example (26), discussed above in another connection, also comes from such a 
context; here the person on the scene is not a participant: 

(26) A noa KOHCU o6eaa npHaxeat CKasaa naM, HXO ero oxeu yMcp. OH ouHcaa 
SoabHHuy [...]. OH ne noHcaaea HHKaKHX cpeacxB, Hxo6bi no BO3MO)KHOCXH 
npoaanxb >KH3Hb oxua H o6aerHHXb CMy cMcpxb nacKoabKO BO3MO)KHO. 

Omifa oKpyM:aau cneuHaancxu H xpyanancb H30 BCCX cna, Hxo5bi H36a-
BHXb ero ox cxpaaaHHa. (HOBUH MHp 1997,2) 

With OKpy>Kaxb the "outside" view is not somebody on the scene but, for example 
that of the speaker / writer describing a building or landscape: 

(87) Ero scMaanbie Baabi K aBrycxy 1708 roaa y5Ke 6biaH oaexbi aepnoM. Ha 
HHX cxoaao 78 opyauit. Banbi 6binu OKpysKchbi peoM c eodou. (Kok 1996: 
90, Jl.H. BacxapcBa, B.H. CiiaopoBa) 

And if in the OKpy>KeH examples of the Kok collection, the nominative refers to 
(part of) a person, this person is clearly described by an outsider: 

(88) Mbi y>Ke CKa3biBaaH, HXO, necMoxpa ua ee xoaoauocxb, Mapbfi FaepunoBHa 
BCC no-npoKHCMy oKpyjicena 6bina HCKaxeaaMH. (Kok 1996: 91, HymKHu) 
(3 examples) 

To take yet another verb, nominative-accusative sentences with oxBaxbiBaxb typi
cally express "person (accusative) possessed by emotion": 

(89) HoHCMy-xo npuKOBaBmncb K BcxBaM, PHMCKHII CMOxpea na HHX, H HCM 

6oabme CMOxpea, XCM CHJibnee n cnabnee ezo o.xeambiean cmpax. (Kok 
1996:40, M. ByaraKOB) 

Or, with another word order: 

(90) H caaaKoe zope o.xeanwieaw ee, H cae3bi y>Ke Bbicxynaan B raa3a, no 
Bapyr ona cnpamuBaaa ce6a: KOMy oua FOBopnx 3xo? Fae on n Kmo on 
xenepb? (Kok 1996: 40, Jl.H. ToacxoK) 

This meaning is cmcially different from that of, e.g. 

(91) Ho H3aeBaxeabcXB0M oxBanenbi ne xoabKo HepHbimcBCKHH, Toacxoii H 
3peH6ypr, no H HymKHH. (MOCKOBCKHC HOBOCXH 1997, 24) 

Nominative-accusative encoding would clearly be inappropriate here: the 
H3aeBaxeabcxB0 is not an emotion of the affected persons. 

The -sja examples of oxeaxHXb in Kok's collection pertain to "weather / envi
ronment conditions": 

(92) H CHOBa BCC BOKpyr oxeambieaemcH MpaKOM H XHmHHoro. (Kok 1996: 60, 
FpnropoBHH) (3 examples) 
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The perfective aspect has nominative-accusative form and oxBanen would clearly 
be inappropriate (cf (91)): 

(93) Hnoraa 6biBaex, HXO oGaaKa B 5ecnopaaKe xoanaxca na ropH30Hxe [...]. 3a-
pcBo oxeamuno xpexb HcSa, GaecxHX B uepKOBHOM Kpecxe H B cxcKaax roc-
noacKoro aoMa, [...]. (Kok 1996: 44, HCXOB) (one example) 

It is also clear from Kok's collection that we need more examples than a thousand 
(of 43 different aspectual pairs, plus yKpamaxb / yKpacnxb) to go beyond these 
observations: when type of referent is taken into account the classes soon become 
too small for definitive conclusions. 

4. Conclusion 

Via case meaning, then, nominative-accusative sentences and -sja or -nZ-t con
verses are used to vary vantage points, to maintain story lines ranging over pieces 
of text larger than a piece defined by a single verb, and, with the appropriate types 
of verb, to introduce a situation characterised by the existence of the nominative 
referent. Since Russian has more possibilities than English, for example, more or 
less adequate translations not only often change parts of speech (see 1.2), but also 
lose the textual effect of case meaning, e.g. 

(94) Hac nopa3Haa ee Gaeanocxb: "She was strikingly pale" 

More generally, I conclude that the existence in Russian of both linear-intona
tional hierarchy and hierarchy encoded in verb and case forms deserves more at
tention than it has hitherto received. 

Paduceva (1998) gives, among others, examples of "psychological verbs"; she 
applies a "centre"/"periphery" terminology (1998: 351), and regards both Subject 
(nominative) and Object (accusative) as "central" participants. This is correct, of 
course, in the sense that, as compared to nominative-accusative sentences, the 
most important application of -sja verbs and of -nZ-t participles is the reduction of 
the number of valences (in the case of -sja) or of noun positions that must be 
filled: in this sense an entity can be "beyond the most distant borders of the Pe
riphery" (1998: 351). But the visual image of this syntactic issue is somewhat un
fortunate: "the Subject and the (Direct) Object are arguments inside the perspec
tive [of the speaker or observer], while all the others belong to the Periphery of the 
speaking subject's field of vision and/or sphere of interesf (1998: 350, 351). As 
the examples in the foregoing show, the Direct Object can refer to an entity whose 
vantage point is adopted by the speaker, i.e. from whose point of view the act is 
described: who is the Observer in the time and place of the act. The accusative 
shares this possibility with other oblique cases. 

As will be remembered, Jakobson classified Voice as a PnEn type of verbal 
category, i.e. "VOICE characterizes the relation between the narrated event and its 
participants without reference to the speech event or to the speaker" (1957: 135). 
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Mel'cuk (1991: 94) proposes to replace Jakobson's "Narrated Event" by "the fact 
referred to, or the referred-to fact", and that replacement is accompanied by a re
classification of Voice into the group "relations between the speaker and his utter
ance" (1991: 94, 97, 100): 

"I think that Jakobson's coding of voice as PnEn [...] is a mistake. The relation of 
a participant in an event to this event does not change under passivization: in both 
John is killing the pig and The pig is being killed by John, the pig is the victim (= 
the patient), and John, the killer (= the agent). What does change is only the syn
tactic role of the nominal phrase referring to this participant within the utterance, 
and this change has a clear semantic or communicative function." (Mel'cuk 1991: 
108) 

It does, and language-specifically so, but, as the foregoing shows, establishing the 
clear (?) semantic or communicative function of voice (or choice of case) in Rus
sian is not an easy matter, and large-scale smdy of iL including historical devel
opment, is still in the future. 

Boguslavskij, citing another publication of Mel'cuk, says: 

"Ecan ccManxHHecKaa cxpyKxypa, roBopa orpyOacHHO, onncbiBaex BHcrnHHti 
MHp, xo KOMMyHHKaxHBHaa crpyKxypa 3aaaex "cnoco5 npoHxenna" 3xoro onnca-
HHa. "CcMaHXHHCCKyio cxpyKxypy MO>KHO cpaBHHXb c KapxHHoir wan nepxoKOM; 
xoxaa KOMMyHHKaxHBHaa cxpyKxypa npeacxaBaaex CO6OH Ha6op yKa3aHHH o 
XOM, KaK naao ocMaxpHBaxb 3xy Kapxnny Han nepxoK: KaKoa aoajKCH 6bixb 
Mapmpyx ocMOxpa, na HXO caeayex o6paxHXb ocoOoe BHHManne H x.n." 
(MeabHyK 1995: l49)."(BorycaaBCKHH 1996: 120) 

In this terminology, the hierarchy encoded in verb and case forms belongs to the 
picture, while linear-intonational hierarchy concems the way of walking through 
it. The picture tends to be perceived as the "outside world", the way of walking 
through it as a "subjective" perspective on it. But the "outside world" appears to 
be what we constme as such. 

On another scale than is discussed here, attention must be paid to how con
stituents (also non-predicative ones) are composed (where in the speech chain 
pieces of information are negatable), and the verb is one of these pieces of infor
mation (Keijsper 1985 and 1994, part One). In this processor's perspective, indi
vidual words have seperate referents (since accents are on words); there is no 
(macroscopic) "picture to walk through": the latter is created by decomposing the 
meaning of the verb and distributing it over the referents which perform parts of 
the act (Keijsper 1994, part Two). Yet, the processor's perspective must be 
adopted at one level of analysis: we need it for explaining the syntactic scope of 
accents. 
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If we analyze converse stmctures in terms of syntactic roles (Object, Subject) 
and in terms of agent and patient, we seem to deal with "subjective" variations in 
an "objective" picture, an act in the outside world; in Russian the variations are to 
a large extent independent of the (still more?) "subjective" variations in linear-
intonational hierarchy. As the examples in the foregoing show, the hierarchy en
coded in verb and case forms is indeed "subjective": it can express a "subjective" 
vantage point on the given act, and the given picture creates expectations about 
surrounding pictures: the speaker could have presented another picture of the 
"same" act in the outside world. Only this "same act" then is another one: it ab
stracts from differences between converse stmctures, just as the analysis of the 
latter abstracted from the "subjective" linear-intonational hierarchy. 

So the issue cannot be treated in terms of "subjective" vs. "objective" informa
tion, or in terms of whether or not the speaker is involved: he is, of course, re
sponsible for the meanings he chooses to express, in both hierarchies, but the 
point is that the "outside world" with which language deals is not "objective", 
does not consist of facts only: it contains questions, degrees of certainty (cf 1.2.2), 
"subjective" vantage points, "subjective" story lines, and so on. Of course, if one 
abstracts from both linear-intonational hierarchy and hierarchy encoded in verb 
and case forms, one adopts a perspective in which even "active" and "passive" 
sentences have the same "meaning" (cf 1.3.3). Only, there is no form expressing 
that meaning: that level of abstraction has nothing to do with linguistics. 

University of Amsterdam 
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